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Abstract
The aim of my bachelor thesis is to analyse what is the portrayal of Scottish
identity and culture in the contemporary film production. The thesis is concerned with
the employment of recurring motifs and thematic links in Scottish film from the year
2000 until 2016 and will analyse how film-makers render Scottish culture in their
productions and the relative effects this has on contemporary culture. Existing research
into the representation of Scottish culture on screen analyses mainly historic trends of
remythologizing the Scottish past1 and using traditional stereotyping symbols still
present in modern cinematography. Many authors, however, point to the establishment
of new Scottish representation by leaving those symbols behind and focusing on
contemporary Scotland with its political debates and social relationships.
This thesis contends that contemporary directors are no longer retrospective and
are concerned primarily with the contemporary political and social dispensation of
modern Scotland. The historical lexicon of Scottish film history is still present but no
longer central and has been problematised by its now typically ironic employment. The
new grammar of Scottish film is predicated on a new referential mode which is
connected with independence (both the formal concept and the philosophical discourse)
and the debate over identity in the Scottish community, imagined or otherwise.
The first chapter introduces the concept of identity as the main core of the thesis
and characterizes several divisions of identity. The major part of the chapter is devoted
to a national identity and its understanding.
The second chapter develops the focus on identity issues and further discusses
the representation of identity in cutlture, mainly in popular culture such as film,
television or radio and concentrates predominantly on depiction of identity in audiovisual media. It also introduces several approaches to representation of identity in
culture, above all Stuart Hall and its book Representation: Cultural Representations and
Signifying Practices.
In the third chapter, Scottish identity is introduced. The main emphasis is put on
Scottish idetity in culture. The chapter looks at three myths that is Tartanry, Kailyard

1

Hardy Forsyth, Scotland in Film (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990) 213.
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and Clydesidism and explains their role in the history and development of Scottish
culture.
The fourth chapter focuses specifically on Scottish identity included in film. The
chapter begins with the history of Scottish cinematography with the views of many film
critics. It further delineates the traits of formation of Scottish identity in film. The
chapter also draws nearer the connection of Scottish film, identity and tourism and
Scottish film, identity and involvement of the government of Scotland.
The fifth chapter outlines the recent development of Scottish cinema and films
with Scottish identity in the 20th and 21st century and also develops the concept of “New
Scottish Cinema.”
The sixth part consists in practical criticism and focuses on on three films from
both native Scottish and non-Scottish production in the 21st century. The research
respects the principles of qualitative content analysis. It examines the films with the
reference to theories of Scottish film representation and enquires what patterns of the
Scottish identity are projected, whether they share any common features and what
features appear most frequently. The individual films were selected with respect to
several criteria: the date of the release falls into the 21st century and the director of the
film is either of Scottish origin or bases his/her product on a Scottish theme. Frequent
use is made of established secondary texts and criticial research into Caledonian
Filmography.
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Abstrakt práce
Moje bakalářská práce se zabývá způsobem, jakým se promítá do současné
filmové produkce skotská národní identita. Práce zkoumá opakující se prvky a motivy
pojící se ke skotské identitě ve vybraných filmech vzniklých od roku 2000 do roku 2016
a zaměřuje se na to, jak filmoví producenti reflektují skotství ve svých dílech, a jaký
dopadto může mít na vnímání skotské identity v současné kultuře a společnosti.
Dosavadní výzkumy týkající se reprezentace skotské identity na filmovém plátně se
zabývaly zejména historickými trendy remytologizace skotské historie, které užívaly
tradiční stereotypní symboly, objevující se rovněž i v novější produkci.
Někteří autoři ale poukazují na vznik nového obrazu skotství, který tyto
elementy nepoužívá a zaměřuje se na současné Skotsko s jeho politickou situací a
společenskými vztahy. Tato práce se proto snaží ukázat, že se již současní režiséři
primárně nezabývají reprezentací historie, ale čerpají ze současného politického a
společenského uspořádání Skotska. Inspirace skotskou minulostí je v produkci rovněž
přítomna, ale již není její hlavní součástí a obvykle je problematizována, například za
použití ironie. Je rovněž doplněna o nový prvek, a to spojení s nezávislostí, ve
filozofickém i politickém kontextu, a s debatou týkající se identity ve skotském
společenství.
První kapitola představuje koncept identity jakožto hlavního tématu práce a dále
představuje několik dělení identity. Významná část kapitoly se věnuje konceptu národní
identity a porozumění jejího významu.
Druhá kapitola se zaměřuje na reprezentaci identity v kultuře, a to zejména
v populární kultuře jako film, televize nebo rádio, a zaměřuje se na vyobrazení identity
v audio-vizuálním měřítku. Také představuje několik přístupů k pojímání reprezentace
identity v kultuře, zejména Stuarta Halla a jeho knihu Representation: Cultural
Representations and Signifying Practices.
Třetí kapitola představuje koncept skotské identity. Důraz přikládá zejména na
skotskou identitu v kultuře. Kapitola zkoumá tři mýty: Tartanry, Kailyard a
Clydesidism, a vysvětluje jejich role v historii a vývoji skotské kutlury.
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Čtvrtá kapitola se zaměřuje zejména na skotskou identitu ve filmu. Její začátek
popisuje vznik filmu, filmového průmyslu a kultury ve Skotsku pohledem filmových
kritiků. Také vyznačuje vznik a formování skotské identity ve filmu. Kapitola také
přibližuje spojení filmu, identity a turismu ve Skotsku stejně jako filmu, identity a vlivu
skotské vlády.
Páta kapitola popisuje současný vývoj skotského filmu a filmů obsahujících
prvky skotské identity ve 20. a 21. století a dále rozvíjí koncept “New Scottish
Cinema.”
Praktická část práce zkoumá 3 filmy jak ze skotské, tak zahraniční produkce 21.
století. Řídí se principy kvalitativní obsahové analýzy. Analyzuje filmy s odkazem
k teoretické části a zkoumá, jaké vzory skotské identity jsou do filmu promítnuty, zdali
je spojuje nějaké obecné hledisko a jaké rysy se zde objevují jako nejfrekventovanější.
Jednotlivé filmy byly vybírány podle několika kritérií: datum vzniku filmu spadá do 21.
století a režisér je buď skotského původu, či spojuje část svého díla se skotskou
tématikou.
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1 Introduction
The aim of the thesis is to identify Scottish identity as depicted in feature films
produced by several directors from Scotland or with a Scottish production in the twenty
first century. According to Taylor, each individual has “a set of multiple identities
which operate at different times and constitute us as heteroglossic entities.”2 People can
define themselves by gender, family, religion, ethnic group, class, status, city, region or
nation. National identity as discussed in the thesis should not be confused with national
values nor with the collection of all the diverse values that may exist in a society at any
time. Like all identities, the concept of a national identity is difficult to grasp but, above
all, it maintains a superior status when according to Anthony Smith “of all the collective
identities which human beings share today, national identity is perhaps the most
fundamental and inclusive.”3 It is often merged with the ones previously mentioned but
it rarely loses its dominant position. One’s identity influences many spheres of human
life: how people act in individual situations, what they do in a particular social location,
and, in accordance with this thesis, what they produce – what films they make.
The thesis aims to recognize and demonstrate “Scottishness” in a selected set of
films. It is divided into two parts – the first part being theoretical, which is to give the
readership a general introduction to the topic, while the second part consists of the
actual research and case studies of the particular films. According to the hypothesis of
the thesis, a closer look at the Scottish film can valuably contribute to the problem of
identifying the notion of Scottishness, and provide further characteristics of what is
typically understood under this term in modern days. The thesis aims to discuss to what
degree it is, especially prominently, visible in the realm of film, as which tries to reflect
the era’s contemporary ideas and thinking.
Never before has there been such a strong aspiration from the Scottish point of
view to define oneself, to distinguish oneself from the others, to determine an
individual’s identity. Scotland has been part of the United Kingdom with England since
1707,4 and the campaign for Scottish home rule began almost as soon as the unification
with England took place. At the same time Scotland has been able to preserve its
2

Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self: The Making of Modern Identity (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2003) 32.
3
Anthony Smith, Chosen Peoples (Oxford, Oxford University Press: 2003) 12.
4
Jan Frank, Skotsko ( Praha, Libri, 2007) 21.
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uniqueness and sense of national identity in its popular culture, such as literature, films
or music, which is shared among the Scottish inhabitants and spread also worldwide.
The establishment of the Scottish National Party in 1934, created through the
amalgamation of the Scottish Party and the National Party of Scotland, renewed the
questions and critical focus concerning the Scottish identity. The nationalists then won
their first election in 2007,5 forming a minority government, before becoming the first
party to win an overall majority in Holyrood in the 2011 poll – securing a mandate for
an independence referendum. The Scottish independence referendum in 2014 raised
discussions about Scottish national identity to the utmost interest. Although the final
decision was “no” split between 55,3 % to 44,7 % and Scotland remains a part of the
United Kingdom, the voice of the Scottish people has been listened to and the feeling of
national unity strengthened and reshaped. The British Prime Minister David Cameron
has also announced a referendum on whether Britain should remain in the European
Union to be held on Thursday 23th June 2016.6 May Brexit as it is commonly called in
the media lead to Scotland leaving the UK? If the citizens of the United Kingdom vote
against continued membership in the EU this June, the frontier could be transformed.
Opinions are, however, not unitary either in terms of Brexit or in terms of its influence
on the Scottish independence.
Like other forms of written and visual arts, films make extensive use of signs,
symbols, and intertextual meaning, which can result in narratives with a complex
structure. This thesis considers the perspective offered by British cultural theorist and
sociologist Stuart Hall, whose book Representation: Cultural Representations and
Signifying Practices7 offers a comprehensive outline of how visual images, language
and discourse work as “systems of representation.” Among others, Duncan Petrie,
(being) a key figure on the subject of Scottish film, emphasizes in his influential book
Screening Scotland that it is cinema which occupies an important position in the cultural
renaissance8 of Scotland.9 Witnessing these recent intense debates concerning Scottish
identity, there is little doubt that in the past years, the images of a renewed Scottish self5

Andrew Black, “Scottish National Party profile,” BBC.com, BBC, 11 January 2012
<http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-scotland-13315752> 2 April 2016.
6
Valid to 17th April 2016.
7
Stuart Hall, Representation: Cultural Representations and Signifying Practices (London: Sage, 1997)
23.
8
Cultural renaissance is recognized as a period from the early to mid 20 th century of reawakening of the
Scottish culture influencing literature, visual arts, music and the politics.
9
Duncan Petrie, Screening Scotland (London: British Film Institute, 2008) 17.
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awareness have not been projected by means of artistic recognition, film included, and
that its patterns are expected to appear in the future. The year 1990s has witnessed the
emergence of a distinct Scottish film production sector and there is still an ongoing
process of establishing Scottish cinema, together with national television, radio and
newspaper channels as another element of the Scottish nationality. As David MartinJones observes, especially the beginning of the twenty-first century shows a positive,
even “celebratory”10 attitude towards the development of Scottish cinema. Overall,
Scotland is moving in more radically innovative and transformative directions and is
looking for new approaches of grasping its own identity rather than following widespread myths.
In comparison with publications and analyses on British cinema, which comprise
predominantly English films, research on the subject of Scottish film-making remains
relatively sparse. Scotland has produced many films, directors and actors. At the same
time, activities and themes of the Scottish and British production often penetrate.
Scotland is still a nation within the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern
Ireland. Although nowadays it maintains its distinctive status, for a long time Scots have
struggled to find adequate means to produce and distribute their own films. As Bob
Nowlan and Zach Finch emphasize, this struggle was further aggravated by the film
hegemony of Hollywood as well as other European national cinemas and above all by
the “prioritization of the interests of English film-making within British national
cinema.”11
It is however a frequently mentioned fact that the tradition of cinema-going is
deeply rooted in a Scottish society. This used to go in stark contrast with the actual
production of feature films made in Scotland. As Colin McArthur highlights, by 1920
there were more than 500 cinemas in Scotland.12 In the same period, internationally,
over 150 films have met Scottish themes, among others, the famous Rob Roy or13 Mary,
Queen of Scots.14 Compared to a similar size of an Irish filmography market, for
instance the period from 1915 to 1930 lists around thirty Irish-produced fiction films,
10

David Martin-Jones, Scotland: Global Cinema : Genres, Modes and Identities (Edinburgh: Edinburgh

University Press) 7.
11
Bob Nowlan and Zach Finch, Directory of World Cinema: Scotland (Bristol: Intellect Ltd.,
2015) 8.
12
Colin McArthur, Scotch Reels (London: BFI Publishing, 1982) 27.
13
Rob Roy, prod. Gaumont British Picture Corporation, dir. W. P. Kellino, 1922, 6 100 feet.
14
Mary Queen of Scots, dir. Edwin Greenwood, 1922.
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whereas the Scottish records contain six.15 Consequently, there is a strong disparity –
between the popularity of cinema and the production of feature films but also between
the international market for Scottish stories and the absence of a domestic industry.
The beginning of the 1990ss played a major role in the revitalization of
enthusiasm and interest in Scottish cinema and of its production. In 1995, Peter
Capald’s short film Franz Kafka´s It´s a Wonderful Life won an Oscar.16 In the decade
leading up to the opening of the devolved Scottish parliament in 1997, the film and
television industry in Scotland has been even more active than at any other time in the
past century. As Murray argues, more and more frequently, Scotland was used as a
filming location, not only for Hollywood blockbusters like Braveheart (1995)17 or Rob
Roy (1995)18 but by domestic filmmakers.19 The representation of the Scottish identity
in film in that period may appear an improbable, exaggerated and positively
discriminated picture of the historical events and heroic deeds. One of the most famous
films which promoted the rhetoric of “a romanticized view of the Highlands as a place
bypassed by time and history”20 is the previously mentioned Hollywood epic
Braveheart, famous worldwide. This film, starring and directed by Mel Gibson as
William Wallace, who led the Scots in the First War of Scottish Independence against
King Edward I. of England, presents Scotland as a wilderness with a picturesque
countryside and mountainous landscapes in an idealistic view, following the totalising
tendencies of various myths, such as “tartanry, kailyard or clydesidism”,21 abiding this
area, its people and culture.
Overall, with greater or lesser degrees of Scottishness, these two films were on
the lists for the next years´Academy Awards. Trainspotting (1996) directed by Danny
Boyle and based on the novel of the same name by Irvine Welsh was likewise breaking
box-office records at that time. This film is commonly seen as a turning point in
Scottish film culture. Apart from the most famous examples, there were also several

15

McArthur 27.
Jonathan Crow, “Franz Kafka’s It’s a Wonderful Life: The Oscar-Winning Film About Kafka Writing
The Metamorphosis,” Openculture.com, Open Culture, 13 Feb 2014
<http://www.openculture.com/2014/02/franz-kafkas-its-a-wonderful-life.html > 15 April 2016.
17
Braveheart, prod. Icon Productions, The Ladd Company, dir. Mel Gibson, 1995, 178 min.
18
Rob Roy, prod. Peter Broughan, Richard Jackson, dir. Michael Caton-Jones, 1995, 2 h 19 min.
19
Petrie 7.
20
Jonathan Murray, Scottish Cinema Today (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scolars, 2009) 105.
21
Hardy Forsyth, Scotland in Film (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 1990) 32.
16
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other Scottish-based movies, such as Lars von Trier´s Breaking the Waves,22 Shallow
Grave23, Ratcatcher,24 The Magdalene Sisters,25 Young Adam,26 Red Road27 and The
Last King of Scotland28. These films open the era of the “New Scottish cinema”,
exploring multiculturalism, exploitation of the macabre and much else in-between and
often seen, according to Jonathan Murray, as “one of the most significant developments
within late-twentieth and early twenty-first-century British film culture.”29 Also, as
Blain emphasizes, the new National Lottery was providing money for film projects and
the Scottish Screen agency was established to connect the existing film bodies.30
The structure of the thesis is the following. The first chapter introduces the
concept of identity as the main core of the thesis and characterizes several divisions of
identity. The major part of the chapter is devoted to a national identity and its
understanding.
The second chapter develops the focus on identity issues and further discusses
the representation of identity in culture, mainly in popular culture such as film,
television or radio and concentrates predominantly on depiction of identity in audiovisual media. It also introduces several approaches to representation of identity in
culture, above all Stuart Hall and its book Representation: Cultural Representations and
Signifying Practices.
In the third chapter, Scottish identity is introduced. The main emphasis is put on
Scottish idetity in culture. The chapter looks at three myths that is Tartanry, Kailyard
and Clydesidism and explains their role in the history and development of Scottish
culture.
The fourth chapter focuses specifically on Scottish identity included in film. The
chapter begins with the history of Scottish cinematography with the views of many film
critics. It further delineates the traits of formation of Scottish identity in film. The

22

Breaking the Waves, prod. Peter Albaek Jensen, Vibeke Windelov, dir. Lars von Trier, 1996, 2 h 39
min.
23
Shallow Grave, prod. Film4, dir. Danny Boyle, 1994, 1 h 32 min.
24
Ratcatcher, dir. Lynne Ramsay, 1999, 1 h 34 min.
25
The Magdalene Sisters, dir. Peter Mullan, 2002, 1h 54 min.
26
Young Adam, dir. David Mackenzie, 2003, 1 h 38 min.
27
Red Road, dir. Andrea Arnold, 2006 1 h 53 min.
28
The Last King of Scotland, dir. Kevin Macdonald, 2006, 2 h 3 min.
29
Jonathan Murray, The New Scottish Cinema (London: I B Tauris & Co Ltd, 2015) 13.
30
Neil Blain and David Hutchison, Media in Scotland (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2008) 84.
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chapter also draws nearer the connection of Scottish film, identity and tourism and
Scottish film, identity and involvement of the government of Scotland.
The fifth chapter outlines the recent development of Scottish cinema and films
with Scottish identity in the 20th and 21st century and also develops the concept of “New
Scottish Cinema.”
The sixth part consists in practical criticism and focuses on on three films from
both native Scottish and non-Scottish production in the 21st century. The research
respects the principles of qualitative content analysis. It examines the films with the
reference to theories of Scottish film representation and enquires what patterns of the
Scottish identity are projected, whether they share any common features and what
features appear most frequently. The individual films were selected with respect to
several criteria: the date of the release falls into the 21st century and the director of the
film is either of Scottish origin or bases his/her product on a Scottish theme. Frequent
use is made of established secondary texts and criticial research into Caledonian
Filmography.

2 Identity
Within political science, for example, we find the concept of identity in every
major area. For instance, American politics have conducted much research on so called
“identity politics” of race, gender and sexuality. In comparative politics, “identity” plays
a central role in works on nationalism and ethnic conflict.31 In international relations,
the idea of “state” or “national” identity” belongs to a state sovereignty.32 In political
theory, questions of “identity” reach numerous arguments on gender, sexuality,
nationality, ethnicity, and culture in relation to liberalism and its alternatives.33
However, the concept itself remains mysterious and difficult to explain. The term also
plays a major role in psychology, philosophy, sociology and other humanities.

31

Anthony Smith, Nation in History (Cambridge: Polity, 2000) 12.
Peter Mandler, “What Is National Identity? Definitions and Applications in Modern British
Historiography,” Modern Intelectual History 3.2 (2006): 272.
33
Taylor 25.
32
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Modernity provides us with insecurity and uncertainty. As Zygmunt Bauman
argues in Liquid Modernity, our socio-political, cultural, professional, religious and
sexual identities are undergoing a process of continual transformation.34 He emphasizes
that identities have become more precarious than ever, and as a result also “more
transient and deeply elusive.”35 In a world of rapid global changes where national
borders are increasingly eroded, our identities are therefore in a state of continuous flux.
In a similar manner, questions concerning a definition of idenity are very changeable
and it is not possible to present the notion of identity straighforwardly. This chapter
mentions a few specific kinds of identity that exist nowadays.
It can be argued that when referring to “identity,” its reference points to two
dimensions. They may be, subsequently, termed “social” and “personal.” As far as
social identity is concerned, we refer to social category. People that we belong to are a
source of our pride and self-esteem. These groups provide us with our social identity; a
sense of belonging. Personal identity consists in a distinguishing characteristic (or
characteristics) that a person bears, such as the sources of an individual’s self-respect or
dignity.36
Several articles also discuss the dichotomy of an internally constructed as
opposed to externally constructed identity. These two identities influence each other. An
internal identity is often understood as “the identity that members hold of the
organization.”37 An external identity may be defined as “the image or reputation of the
organization or a bigger entity.”38 Specifically, it is the image or reputation held by the
external factors. Taylor explains the connection between individual identity and
collective identity similarly: “Each person’s individual identity has two major
dimensions. There is a collective dimension pertaining to the interaction of their
collective identities, and there is a personal dimension, consisting of other socially and
morally important features that are intelligence, charm, wit, cupidity, etc. that are not
themselves the basis of forms of collective identity.”39

34

Zygmunt Bauman, Liquid Modernity (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2000) 23.
Bauman 24.
36
Naomi Ellemers et al., “Self and Social Identity,” Annu. Rev. Psychol. 53.1 (2002): 162.
37
Ellemers 162.
38
Mary Jo Hatch and Majken Schultz, “Relations between Organizational Culture, Identity and Image,”
European Journal of Marketing 31.5 (1997): 357.
39
Taylor 152.
35
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In an increasingly digital society, personal data has become a new form of fluid
identity. One thus also recognizes digital or technological identity. These digital
representations of real-world entities consist, according to Clare Sullivan, of “database
identity and the subset of information that is transaction identity.”40 Digital identity
sums up all digitally available information about an individual. Digital identity is an
important concept, for instance, used in the recent social media boom.
Another subtype of identity is landscape identity. Landscapes give a visible form
to the qualities of “belonging” to a nation. The landscape identity theory deals with the
interaction of culture and landscape and various interactions that can rise from this
connection. According to Don Meinig, every mature nation has its symbolic landscapes.
They are part of the iconography of nationhood, part of the shared ideas and memories
and feelings which bind people together.”41 As Ingold tells us, “through living in it, the
landscape becomes part of us, just as we are part of it.”42 This is because the landscape
carries numerous signs

–

embedded ideological messages which, over time, come to

define how a specific national community has its place within it and how those outside
that community have no place there. A landscape can become so loaded with the
symbolic values of the nation that it becomes, in fact, synonymous with the nation.
Craig describes the depiction of Scottish national identity in terms of landscape
discourse as “an area in which a range of fantasies can be expressed: alternatively an
exotic backdrop for adventure and romance, or a sinister and oppressive locale beyond
the pale of civilisation.”43

2.1 National identity
The concept of national identity was, according to Devine, 44 first articulated in
the seventeenth century and since then it has certainly changed its values and
characterizing factors. As Benedict Anderson emphasizes, the concept as such has not

40

Clare Sullivan, Digital Identity: An Emergent Legal Concept (Adelaide: The University of Adelaide
Press, 2011) 19.
41
Donald W. Meinig, The Interpretation of Ordinary Landscapes: Geographical Essays (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1979) 26.
42
Tim Ingold, “The Temporality of the Landscape,” World Archaeology, 25.1 (2002): 153
43
Cairns Craig in Colin McArthur, Brigadoon, Braveheart and the Scots: Distortions of Scotland in
Hollywood Cinema (London: I. B. Tauris, 2003) 56.
44
Tom Devine, The Scottish Nation, A Modern History (London: Penguin, 2012) 14.
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always been perceived in the contemporary manner.45 Rather, the idea of a national
identity was born in an age in which the Enlightenment and Revolution were destroying
the legitimacy of the divinely-ordained, hierarchical dynastic realm, that is, at that stage
of human history when “even the most devout adherents of any universal religion were
confronted with the living pluralism of such religions.”46
This implies that in the past, religion used to be forceful as an important
determinant of identity formation and is found to be relevant in explaining the historical
development of identity formation. The unity of the people did not always use to depend
on secular principles such as a common language or shared territory. Rather, it used to
be based on religious cohesiveness. With the modernization process national identity
gained a very critical significance and universal character, spreading over almost all
countries. Due to globalism, people seek their local, ethnic, religious and national
identities and as a contrary to this search, the necessity to have global networks in order
to survive made them global citizens. P. Sean Hier further argues that the need to
associate came along with “capitalism, technology and linguistic diversity.”47 All of
these aroused people’s imagination and initiated the formation of the nation and the
sense of belonging and the consequent birth of identity feelings, connected with it.
The concept of nationalism plays an important role with regards to the concept
of national identity. It should be clear that nationalism has been an important component
of modernity and as a modern ideology it has been immensely influential in many other
key processes of modernity. As Smith together with Haas and Gellner conclude,
“nationalism, both as ideology and movement, is a wholly modern phenomenon.”48 It
was probably Ernest Gellner who directly related modernity to nationalism. According
to Gellner, “industrialisation and modernisation notoriously proceed in an uneven
manner... [and] ...nationalism is a phenomenon connected not so much with
industrialisation or modernisation as such, but its uneven diffusion.”49 Gellner sees the
fusion of modernity and nationalism as a significant prerequisite for the birth of national
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identity. The processes of modernisation create the conditions for the formation of
nation-states and the spread of nationalism.
One of the influential public figures focusing on the questions of identity politics
is Anthony Smith. National identity, according to Smith, involves some sense of
“political community, history, territory, patria, citizenship, common values and
traditions.”50 He further argues that “nations must have a measure of common culture
and a civic ideology, a set of common understandings and aspirations, sentiments and
ideas that bind the population together in their homeland.”51 A common public mass
culture is further maintained, according to Smith,52 by the public system of education
and a common public mass culture. This argument correlates with Ernest Gellner.
Gellner considers national feeling as “a joint result of politics and culture.” 53 He thus
develops a connection in political and cultural considerations similarly to Smith.
A national identity is a multi-dimensional matter which can be even more
complicated compared to a definition of identity as such. There is a great amount of
different perspectives, usually defined by aspect that they differ from each other. As
İnaç emphasizes, for instance, Gilroy describes a national identity as a melting pot
depending on notions of inclusiveness and assimilation. Rutherford claims that national
identity depends on uniformity, cultural community and common culture. Güvenç finds
the origins of national identity in the national culture which will be obtained by the
socialization processes.54 Overall, national identity, like nationalism itself, is mostly
defined as a social construction that is built upon a series of inclusions and exclusions
regarding history, citizenship, and national belonging. Belonging to a country has a
great influence in constant changing of relations to other identities, such as social
identity. According to İnaç and Ünal, “country identity determines the social identity,
the same way, and national, religious, ethnic and class – based have a great impact in
shaping other identities.”55 The perception of different identities is based on reciprocity
and mutual understanding as well as interaction positioning.
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3 Identity in popular culture
Popular culture has created an expectation of certain characteristics and
attitudes. According to Richards, an agreed national identity tends to underpin the whole
range of mass-produced popular culture. The practitioners of both elite and popular
culture, and later the mass media, therefore play a central role in defining and
disseminating national identity, values and character.56 At the same time, the politics of
the so called cultural representation has to deal with constant flux and movement. As
Hall argues, “instead of thinking of identity as an already accomplished fact, which the
new cultural practices then represent, we should think of identity as a ‘production’,
which is never complete, always in process, and always constituted within, not outside,
representation.”57 Similarly, this can be appliedto culture itself. Culture, it is reiterated,
is not so much a set of things as a process and a set of practices.
As the title of the thesis suggests, the main theme being discussed throughout
this work involves the process of representation predominantly through the primary
sources of an audiovisual character. Representation as the depiction and ethical
concerns of construction in visual arts and literature thus plays a key role in the analysis
of the Scottish identity in film. Finkelstein explores, among others, how so called
“moving pictures” incorporate the techniques we use to present ourselves to the world:
body language, tone of voice, manners, demeanor, “personality” and personal style: “in
this way popular culture works to designate certain objects and gestures as iconic.”58
We have learned to see ourselves and read the scene through the visual signs on the
screen.
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3.1 Representation of identity in popular culture
Everything that we see is somehow being represented. As Rayner states,
representation is the process by which the media present “the real world.”59 It is relevant
for the purpose of the thesis as film also belongs to a wide scale of media similarly to
television, using sound and picture to create an audiovisual experience. Furthermore, the
actual production of a film is preceded by a long process concerning the decision over
what is chosen to be represented and what is rejected. Significant choices are made
when organising the representation and the options are taken to focus the audience in a
certain way.
A useful way of thinking about the representation is that the meanings are
created through the relationship between the producers, the text and the audience. The
representation is thus constructed with a set of ideas and values – in this case, we are
talking about, as Dyer calls it, the “intended meaning”60 of the Scottish producers and
filmmakers. Already in the middle of the twentieth century Manning White described
the process which was subsequently known as gatekeeping, through which information
is filtered to the public by the media.61 Applied to a cinematic context, the context of the
representation is part of the representation itself (media language choices, anchorage,
media form, placement/location, genre expectations etc.) The audience reacts to this
representation and this depends on their own personal interpretational context: age,
gender, political/religious beliefs, nationality etc. (negotiated meaning).

3.2 Approaches to representation of identity in culture
There are, among others, three approaches to explaining how representation of
meaning works. Hall calls them the reflective, intentional and constructionist
(constructivist) approach.



The reflective approach

To represent meaning in the reflective approach is to try to create its replica in the
audience´s mind.
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The intentional approach

The opposite of the reflective idea is the intentional view. Here, the most important
factor in the process of representation is the person doing the representing – they are
presenting their view of the thing and the words or images that they use mean what they
intend them to mean. However, the intentional approach is also flawed. The essence of
language is communication and that, in truth, depends on shared linguistic conventions
and shared codes. Thus, as Hall argues, we cannot be the sole or unique source of
meanings in language, since that would mean that “we could express ourselves in
entirely private languages.”62


The constructionist approach

The constructionist approach responds to the weaknesses of the other two theories – it is
a belief that a representation can never be just the truth or the version of the truth that
someone wants the audience to hear since that is ignoring their ability as an individual
to make up their own mind and the influences of the society that they live in on that
decision. As Hall argues, the constructionist approach to representation states that it is a
mixture of:


The thing itself



The opinion of the people doing the representation



The reaction of the individual to the representation



The context of the society in which the representation is taking place.63

Based on the previous explanation of cultural representation, the key questions related
to this thesis and its analysis of the films can be outlined as follows:

Who or what is being represented?
How is the representation created?
Who has created the representation?
Why is the representation created in a particular way? What is the intention?
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What is the effect of the representation?

4 Scottish identity
The concept of Scottish identity exceeds the limit of the bachelor thesis and can
itself serve as a theme for a separate study as it often does. Therefore, this chapter deals
mainly with a brief overview of Scottish identity and focuses further more specificaly
on the depiction of Scottish identity from the cultural point of view. Scottish identity
has often been described in terms of duality and contrast. It is not only the debate
between “Scottishness” and “Britishness” that constitutes identity questions within the
British Isles. Scottish national identity is more nuanced than may be evident from the
exclusionary view that is often presented in political debates. Christopher Harvie looks
into the history of Scotland and gives evidence of the existence of competing identities
long before the Scots lost their political independence. He claims that though Scotland´s
community was an early example of popular nationalism, the country was driven by
complex divisions between Lowland and Highland, Gaelic and Scots, urban and rural,
seaboard and landward.”64 In this sense, Richards argues that the main opposing force in
the formation of the Scottish identity lied in Romanticism serving as a reaction towards
the symmetrical, common-sensical and orderly Age of Reason: “Scotland, Wales and
Ireland were all essentially ‘invented’ by Romanticism, […] characterized by wild
landscape, music and song, and by the supernatural, the mainstream features of the
Romantic movement.”65 Thus, the unconvential, wild and individualistic nature of the
Romantic movement is said to be the cornerstone of the change that began to distinguish
the identities within Great Britain. The Scottish identity was thus reinforced by the
elaboration of the conscious opposition to the perceived character of the AngloSaxon.”66
It can be argued that the cornerstone of the birth of Scottish identity can be
traced back to 1707 when Great Britain became a nation67 and the Act of Union created
a single geographical unity consisting of England, Wales and Scotland. Likewise the
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sense that Celtic-speaking peoples had some “linguistic and cultural” kinship led to the
Pan-Celtic movement in the nineteenth century. James states that the undoubted
similarities and relations between Celtic identites are best explained as “parallel
developments of peoples in close cultural contact.”68 The beginnings of the movement
go back to the 1820s´cooperation between the Welsh and the Bretons.69 Although we
are speaking in terms of the birth of ethnic identities, one can see the idea of the gradual
development of Irish or Scottish identities in early modern Europe.
With the emerging of its empire, Britain transcended national differences and
became, as Richards calls it, “supranational.”70 A genuinely British culture thus
emerged, with its monarchy representing a whole nation. During the Victorian era,
Scots were nationally prominent in journalism, publishing, medicine and science.71 In
this context, Richards points out that many of the leading Victorian thinkers such as
Ruskin, Carlyle, Samuel Smiles or Edward Irving were Scots. 72 On the other hand,
during the second half of the eighteenth century Britain underwent a profound identity
crisis due to various violent reactions toward the Englightenment. The nature of this
movement was characterized by its cosmopolitanism and internationalism which was
supported mainly by the English aristocratic elite in contrast to the English bourgeois
intelligentsia refuting everything related to the Francophone culture. Newman further
compares parallel cultural and intellectual developments of the sense of “Britishness”
competing the French culture with “Scottishness,” such as an upsurge in scholarly
activity, search for national literary heroes, rise in the science of racialism or
iconographical images, the development of national personality or national virtues being
paraded in fiction, poetry and drama.73
In modern era, Scottish identity experienced several milestones, that is the birth
of The National Party of Scotland (due to the Irish independence in 1921 and the
Scottish cultural renaissance) formed in 1928, merging in 1934 with the Scottish Party
to form the Scottish National Party (SNP), the devolution of the Scottish parliament in
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1979, its reopening in 199974 and above all the Scottish independence referendum in
2014.

4.1 Scottish identity in culture
Every country, nation or culture has stereotypes that go alongside it and
represent the general concept on a certain unit in culture, some truer than others.
Scotland is no different. In a nutshell, Hardy summarizes what is commonly associated
with Scotland as it “appears to be of a wild, mountainous country, picturesque glens,
heather-clad moors, with deer on the hills, eagles hovering overhead, and shaggy
Highland cattle by the lochside. Kilted Highlanders will be there, gillies driving grouse
towards the sporstmen in hides, and above all, the sound of pipes. Abandoned castles on
islands in lochs, forbidding keeps in the borderland, once-great abbeys in ruins. Perhaps
Georgian Edinburgh. Perhaps granite Aberdeen. Everything in strong colour, except
when wrapped in mist.”75 In this context, Hardy names several influential people that
spread the image of Scotland to a public audience, among other artists such as the
eighteenth-century landscape painter Horatio McCulloch or Sir Edwin Landseer, wellknown for his paintings of animals, particularly deer,.76 Other painters focusing on the
domestic Scottish scene in the eighteenth century were David Wilkie or David Allan.77
In literature, one can mention Walter Scott, Robert Louis Stevenson, in poetry it is
Robert Burns, in drama James Matthew Barrie. To more recent influential personaes
one can count Eric Linklater, Compton Mackenzie or Neil Gunn.
The “agreed” national image of a distinct Highland culture and tradition
epitomized by the kilt, the clan tartans and the bagpipes is considered an eighteenthcentury invention. According to Bechhofer, the latter representation of the Scottish
identity derives most frequently from the following elements:78


Wild nature – Richards emphasizes the Romantic movement that celebrated
harsh and dreary life in the mountains and therefore “cascading waterfalls, glens
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and crags, mountain lakes and pictureasque ruins became the prime element in
the identity of Wales, Ireland and Scotland.”79


Music, poetry and the bardic tradition – it was James McPherson, a Scottish poet
and artist who published “The Poems of Ossian” at the end of the eighteenth
century. They became a central element in Romanticism and established the
Celtic Highland Scots as a distinctive Volk.



The supernatural element – Scottish myths and legends also comprise the
folktales of the little people – kelpies, banshees, pixies and so forth, associated
with remote regions.



The Heroic Highlander and his dress – the Scottish history is often interpeted as
a struggle for Scottish liberty. The Scottish heroes such as William Wallace,
Robert Bruce or Bonnie Prince Charlie were thus defined as heroic freedom
fighters and the defenders of a free Scotland.80

In the nineteenth century the definition of the national character was completed
mainly by the fusion of two sources. The first one was Evangelical Protestantism – the
(notion of the) noble savage, the picturesque of the Romantic movement. As Richards
emphasizes, the predominant Protestantism of Wales and Scotland ensured that these
values were accepted there as much as in England. Another major influence is a revival
of chivalry. Inspired by Walter Scott’s idealizations of the Middle Ages, this code of life
for the young was promoted mainly by the thinkers such as John Ruskin and Thomas
Carlyle. As Kaiser mentions, they present the virtues of the gentleman such as
“courtesy, bravery, modesty, purity and compassion, and a sense of responsibility
towards women, children, the weak and the helpless.”81
However, the major turning point appeared at the end of the twentieth century.
The devolution referendum in 1979 was followed by the great cultural boom of the
1980s with the Scottish literary renaissance, represented mainly by the Glasgow-based
authors Alasdair Gray, James Kelman in fiction, and also Liz Lochhead in drama and
Douglas Dunn, Hugh MacDiarmid and Edwin Morgan in poetry. Nothing less than the
cultural reawakening of Scotland, aimed, according to MacDiarmid, to free Scotland
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from the Anglicisation, which was said to effectively suppress any new and original
expressions of national character for years.82
With the establishment of the Scottish Parliament in 1999, Scotland suddenly
had an official scheme of cultural politics and this political upsurge was once again
accompanied by a certain inversion in the cultural world: while politicians have been
focusing on local Scottish issues, the voice of Scottish culture is sounding various
international themes, or as Douglas Gifford suggests, finds its realisation in so-called
“new internationalism.”
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As Olga Roebuck highlights, the dichotomy between the

cultural and the political in Scotland “falls well into the mosaic of dualities that has
traditionally characterised Scotland.”84

4.2 Three myths – Kailyard, Tartanry and Clydesidism
Scottish identity as such is invariably related to several myths. The most
influential, central and abiding ones were those about Kailyard, Tartanry and
Clydesidism, which indicate, according to Edensor, mainly “the loss of identity and a
removal from ‘authentic’ Scottishness.”85 It is mainly Colin McArthur who explores the
influence of the discourses of Tartanry and Kailyard on cinematic representations of
Scotland from 1920s to early 1980s. As he discusses, the tartan myth oscillates between
the idea of the romantic and noble Highlander, […] and what Craig describes as “the
parodic red/nosed, kilted, drunken, mean Scotsmen of music hall comedy and picture
postcard jokes.”86 Tartanry refers to Scotland as a pre-modern wilderness with
picturesque countryside, walling mountainous landscapes, “a romanticized view of the
Highlands as a place bypassed by time and history.”87 The Scottish Highlands
symbolizing an area of heroic deeds of courageous tartan clans fighting for their
independence have been highly ideological. Predominantly, literature came to be a
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perfect instrument to depict spectacular scenes of a nation struggling for freedom in a
rather sentimental view. As many scholars argue, it was mainly Walter Scott who
constructed a Romantic view of Scotland, both in his literary works such as Waverley
and The Heart of Midlothian, and in political issues defending the celebrations of 1822
when Edinburgh hosted King George IV. In relation to the symbol of Tartanry, Scott
wore the banned tartan and was a clear supporter of Scottish traditions.
Tartanry played with images of humble Scotland selecting them so as to depict
Scotland as a beautiful wilderness, the bleak countryside of the Highlands and Islands –
to stand for the whole image of Scotland. This selectivity for rural areas ignored the
existence of industrial regions such as Edinburgh and Glasgow. It left Lowland cities on
the margins of the country’s representation. As Smith argues, Tartanry was inspired by
the previously mentioned pan-Celtic identity, which has its roots in the Age of
Romanticism with its particular basic characteristics, as Smith mentions, such as
“appreciation of the past (especially the medieval past), nature and wild landscapes,
occultism and magic.”88
Romanticism represented a world of dreams and fantasies, of emotions and
individualism which were a complete opposite to the strict norms and scientific
explanations of Classicism, the Age of Reason. As Devine highlights, fear of wild
nature disappeared and simultaneously there developed a vogue for everything Gothic:
whether it were castles and medieval towers, or picturesque ruins and abbeys. Devine
emphasizes a certain link between “unspoiled” landscapes and “primitive people.”89
These people were called “noble savages”90 and Martin-Jones describes them as
“solitary individuals”91 constructed in the aftermath of the Jacobite rebellion defeat.
Films set in the Highlands successfully spread nationalist ideas and nostalgia for a
glorious past. Especially successful in this context were films based on “tartan
militarism”92 such as Highlander, Braveheart and Rob Roy.93
In addition to the imagery of splendid mountainous wilderness and hairy savages
in kilts, the myth of Kailyard or “the cabbage patch” came to be its continuation. As
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Martin-Jones argues, it is the late nineteenth-century attempt to portray “the parochial
life of isolated Lowland rural working class communities.”94 According to Tom Nairn,
the Kailyard tradition arises from the definition of Scotland as consisting wholly of
“small towns full of small-town characters given to bucolic intrigue and wise
sayings.”95 The myth of the Kailyard thus refers to the nostalgic mythic past and
abdication of any engagement with the realities of the modern world. As McArthur
argues, modernity takes the form of unwelcome outsiders, a dramatic intrusion of the
modern world into small, rural Highland and Island communities.96
Kailyard comprises progressive as well as regressive elements: It might be seen
as a blossom of social and historical forces where different stories can be told, but also
as a regressive element where, as Devine says, “Scotland is locked in the past, cut off
from modernity and progress.”97 For the film industry, Kailyard was a perfect myth to
portray Scots in their struggle with bureaucrats. Films such as Brigadoon, Whisky
Galore and Local Hero98 are classic examples of such eccentric stories. They function
as nostalgic dreams for film viewers presenting myth of the lost paradise of a preindustrial idyllic Scotland. McArthur calls this image “distorted”99 and Richards critizes
it for portraying Scots as “quaint and old-fashioned, comically innocent or comically
cunning, living in a romanticized landscape that is superior to the real, modern,
sophisticated and industrialized world.”100 In spite of criticism, these films, in particular
Whisky Galore, were popular both inside and outside the countries they depicted. The
majority of Scots found Whisky Galore attractive and appealing though it represents
Scotland outside history, a fictitious Island of Today and its inhabitants.101 Literary
critics such as Cairns warned the audience that “admitting the Kailyard in all its
smallness and softness might collapse a national identity shored up around ideas of
masculinity and hardness.”102 This fear of lost masculinity wounded by scars of time
erupted in the third myth about Scotland.
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Clydesidism is a version of Scotland associated primarily with working-class,
masculine, industrial labour. It explored the descending role of masculinity in Scotland
after the decline of shipbuilding and heavy industries in the latter half of the twentieth
century. As Eddie Dick argues, it was a mourning for a real manhood in Scottish society
where “feminization had a stronger impact on the everyday life stream defining the birth
of the service industry.”103 The pressure that the Scotsmen’s hardness exposed wounded
masculinity which, according to Caughie, “can no longer define itself in ‘hard work’ it
increasingly identifies itself with the ‘hard man’ for whom anguish, cynicism and
violence are the only ways to recover the lost dignity of labor.” 104 This loss of labor, a
hard everyday work for shipbuilding industries usually in Glasgow outskirts,
constructed a myth of “an authentic, masculine, working class urban life”,105 which was
often exaggerated. Clydesidism as an antidote of the Kailyard and Tartanry myths
celebrates real Glasgow, according to Caughie, “beneath the yuppie surface of shopping
malls and Garden Festival and City of Culture.”106 This socialist realism within which
Clydesidism is shaped reveals another aspect of gender perspectives not touched upon
in the myths of Tartanry and Kailyard.
The distribution of roles, the clear division of public and private spaces saw its
sunset in the twentieth century. The urban culture was a mixture of both male and
female features, of masculine and feminine identities – beyond the sexual interpretation
leading to a fusion of these identities. This new changing identity dealt with more
realistic problems than those of the Tartanry or the Kailyard. It showed a new
dimension of Scottish society, of the real Glasgow and Edinburgh, industrial regions
instead of the untouched wild landscapes of an imaginary Scotland. Also it was a big
breakthrough in film to portray a modern state of affairs, problems of a new and edgy
country. A perfect example could be found in movies such as Shallow Grave,
Trainspotting and Breaking the Waves.107 Especially Trainspotting quickly occupied a
prominent place in Scottish film history. Traditional gendered roles were substituted by
an audacious young generation that was, as Sillars highlights, “visually and
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ideologically separate from recognizable old Scottishness.”108 The array of problems
and conflicts depicted in the film was new and daring for Scotland and as Murray
comments, its interrelation of local and global appealed “to a diverse range of audiences
in a way that can be described as trans-national.”109 This trans-national dimension
enabled the Scottish film industry to gain the public’s attention and to make a step
forward towards a change of its direction.

5 Scottish identity in film - From Whisky Galore to
Braveheart
5.1 History of Scottish film
The rise of the cinematic industry which also affected the British Isles can be
traced back to the beginnings of the twentieth century, especially around the year 1909.
According to Harvie, by 1920 four of the top twelve cinema circuits in Britain were
Scottish owned and controlled – therefore Scotland remaining an important sector of the
British exhibition market.110 As for the early films, the Gordon Higlanders marching in
Aberdeen in 1892 or William Walker’s footage of Queen Victoria and her family at
Balmoral can be highlighted. Hollywood was attracted by the Scottish even before the
First World War and adapted, for instance, Walter Scott’s novel Heart of Midlothians
known as A Woman’s Triumph in 1914.111
However, the majority of equipment manufacturers and film-makers were later
to be found in the south-east of Great Britain that is in London and its surroundings.
Attempts to establish some kind of production in the north were thus rather isolated.
Space was given mainly to topicalities as Duncan Petrie mentions for instance Glasgow
street screens or the visits of the royal family in Scotland.112 The twenties were
characterized predominantly by the reorganisation of the film industry. The new sound
system was introduced and Cinematograph Films Act in 1927 was enforced to prevent
foreign markets from making inroads into the domestic film market. It was believed that
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the Act should support the emergence of a vertically integrated film industry in which
everything is controlled by the same companies within Great Britain.113 However, it is
generally not considered a success – a prominent Scottish figure apppearing under these
circumstances was John Maxwell, who concentrated on the British market and built a
vertically integrated company incorporating film production, film distribution and a
large network of cinemas that enabled the company to compete with the leading
German and Hollywood firms.
John Grierson is often considered a pioneer of British and Canadian
documentary film. Grierson was a Scot, as was his protégé Norman McLaren. Both of
them played a leading role in the development of documentary and animation film both
in the United Kingdom and in Canada.114 In short, Scotland’s film culture and its
national cinema have been strongly identified with non-fiction from the earliest days.
Paradoxically, only two of Grierson´s films – Drifters (1929) and Granton Trawler
(1934) – were set in Scotland.115 Grierson was also involved in the Scottish Film of
Scotland Commitees of 1938 and 1954.116 As for other films and emphasis on local
depiction, A Crofter's Life in Shetland (1931) by filmmaker Jenny Gilbertson, which
records the annual farming year of the crofting communities of the Shetland Isles, is
worth mentioning.117
As early as 1938, the important documentary film producer and critic Grierson
could be found complaining that, “there is hardly a picture of Scotland but comes by
grace of the alien and is false.”118 In 1946, the BBC broadcaster Joseph Macleod was
appointed Managing Director of a semi-voluntary organisation presenting itself as the
Scottish National Film Studios. This initiative aimed to finance and build a film studio
in the Highlands, so that, in the words of promotional literature associated with the
scheme, “young talent will be trained in the technical aspects of filmmaking and
equipped to take their place later as creative artists and good Scots.” 119 The failure of
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such meant that in 1958, D. M. Elliot could still bemoan the fact that, “among the
smaller nations of the world Scotland is almost alone in having no domestic film
industry.”120
Another decade on, John Grierson’s celebrity lecture at the 1968 Edinburgh
International Film Festival argued that Scottish filmmakers’ shared predicament was
one of an endless wandering in a desert of the film industry, forever “denied access to
the means of production.121” In 1976, Steve Clark-Hall, one of the first wave of Scottish
independent producers to emerge in the late 1960s and early 1970s, observed that “the
Scottish film industry, in any meaningful sense, has yet to swing into being.” 122 Two
major conferences in the 70s entitled Cinema in a Small Country (1977) and Film Bang
(1976) gathered film producers and freelancers aimed at promoting the idea of Scottish
film. In 1979 the Scottish Film Council was also founded. 123 In order to to
rescue the wealth of indigenous material (such as amateur, educational, industrial or
factual films) which recorded the changing life of the country and its people, films
which reflected the reality of Scotland as opposed to the celluloid stereotype offered
by the product of the English and American film studios, the Scottish Film Archive was
established in 1976.124
As the Scottish academic Cairns Craig observes, one of the first important waves
of new cultural identification emerged in 1979 after the first referendum on the Scottish
devolution and during the governmental period of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher:
“Scotland in the light of an increasing sense of distance from the United Kingdom’s
south-eastern metropolis turned, during the Thatcher years, into something not far from
contempt and corresponding urge to relate art, music and literature in Scotland to noninsular tendencies to that had been going on in Europe or in the New World.” He points
to the fact that discussing a truly Scottish cinema is becoming most relevant in the late
20th century. All of this changes again in 1982 with the arrival of Channel 4. According
to Jonathan Murray, the channel was acclaimed as a radically new source of money and
an outlet for Scottish filmmaking.” This moment marked the beginning of more than a
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new relationship between cinema and television. The Channel’s first Chief Executive,
Jeremy Isaacs, was a Scotsman who spread the idea of Scottish film among a wider
culture discourse. In 1982, director Charlie Gormley’s debut feature Living Apart
Together (GB, 1983) formed part of a then

unprecedented wave of five Scottish

features funded largely by the recently established Channel 4. Despite the euphoria
surrounding this brief efflorescence, Gormley nonetheless cautioned that, “you can’t
really call it an industry here… there are around half-a-dozen blokes who have been
around for ten to fifteen years and who want to make features.”125 In 1995, the annus
mirabilis of the “New” Scottish cinema which forms this volume’s primary object of
study, Eddie Dick, Chief Officer of the Scottish Film Production Fund,argued for the
need to “normalise filmmaking,” still “an abnormal activity.126” in Scotland. In 2000,
Paddy Higson, by then the country’s longest-standing and most experienced feature
producer, grudgingly conceded that “we’ve now got something which is almost a
cottage industry… still not what you would call an industry.”127
Similarly, in 1989 Jeremy Isaacs admitted regret that the company had not “done
enough for Scotland.”128 What he aimed to express was the struggle to establish a
distinctive moving screen culture simply because, according to him, there just weren’t
enough opportunities to do this kind of work in Scotland.
One of the most important figures of Scottish cinema is the film director and
writer Bill Forsyth. Well-known for his films Gregory´s Girl (1981), Local Hero (1983)
a Comfort and Joy (1984), he is often described as the pre-eminent Scottish film-maker
of his generation and the most important figure in the short-lived revival of British
cinema. According to Scott L. Malcomson, to a large extent his work has “proven that
distinctly Scottish films can be commercially viable.”129 Due to the marked national
character and popularity of Bill Forsyth’s films, they have become one of the favourite
arenas among critics for the discussion of the representation of Scottish identity in film.
Among Forsyth’s Scottish works, which include That Sinking Feeling (1979),
Gregory’s Girl (1980), Comfort and Joy (1984) and Gregory’s Two Girls (1999), Local
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Hero is his most remarkable achievement to date, given both its quality and its
commercial success.
Frequently, the most important insitution mentioned is theGlasgow Film Fund,
established in 1995. As Nowland and Finch argue, within a few years, “it was able to
offer that level of fading to several projects and, on occasion, to offer more,”130 as it was
an investor in Shallow Grave. The fund later discontinued in 2003 but nowadays it has
been replaced by Film Office which works mainly as a location promoter and facilitator
in the city.131
Due to a later development of a uniquely Scottish cinema, or to be specific,
singularly Scottish production as following, first attempts to portray the Scottish nation
were formed in the British production and also American production in Hollywood. As
Richards states, “it is primarily Hollywood and secondarily England which have
produced the definitive cinematic descriptions of Scotland.”132 Hardy supports this view
by claiming that most films screening Scotland have been the results of initiatives from
outside the country. This concern will also be discussed in the next chapter. This
paragraph discloses the depiction of different features of Scottish identity from its very
beginning till today.
The first early films such as Brigadoon (1954), Bonnie Prince Charlie (1949) or
Whisky Galore (1949)133 maintain the view of the Scots as, according to John Brown,
“quaint and old-fashioned, comically innocent or comically cunning, living in a
romanticized landscape that is superior to the real, modern, sophisiticated and
industrialized world.”134 This fact particularly reflects those attempts made from outside
Scotland to embody a definitive picture of the nation.
Especially Brigadoon is presented as a classic example of an inadequate and
unrealistic depiction of the Scottish nation, its inhabitants and environment. Brigadoon,
directed by an American director Vincente Minnelli, tells a story of two Americans on a
hunting trip to Scotland who become lost. They encounter a small village, not on the
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map, called Brigadoon, in which people harbor a mysterious secret, and behave as if
they were still living two hundred years in the past.135
Scottish audiences were undoubtedly entertained by Brigadoon when it appeared
in their local cinemas in 1954. As Jeffrey Richards argued, Brigadoon “may not be
documentarily true but (it is) poetically and imaginatively true and that is what counts
for mass audience.”136 But the Scottishness of it was unrecognisable to the mass
audience in their daily lives. From the plot, it is obvious that the movie contains fantasy
and many aspects of the fairy-tale. Paradoxically, that was the main point of the
negative criticism. What the critics pointed out was mainly the production of the film,
which did not stick to the realistic features and used its imagination of the Scottish
nation from the outer view. Also, due to the budget cuts, the film was entirely staged in
the American studios despite the concerns of the director and the leading actress. That
also supported the overall view of the film as something artificial and highly stylized
that depicts anybody but the Scots themselves.
The title of Mamie Crichton’s review in the Evening News – “But this can´t be
Scotland”137 – summarizes the overall opinion of the Scottish reviews but she aims at
the inappropriate production rather than complaining about the failing depiction of the
Scottish identity: “[C]urious accents and the laughable sight of Hollywood studio sets of
the Scottish Highlands, complete with heather a yard long, English sheep dogs, foreign
breeds of sheep, tartan and pipers galore and a couple of Americans ´huntin´grouse
among trees with the wrong kind of guns and without dogs and beaters...”138 “It´s got
colour... It´s got CinemaScope ... It’s got Kelly. But it´s phoney baloney,” 139 wrote
Donald Bruce in The Daily Record. Bruce continues by saying that “somewhere,
somehow, someone should have told them just a little about Scotland and how the place
looks and how the native talks.”
American reviews appraised mainly the musical version of the Brigadoon on the
Broadway stage and, overall, the film and the musical received an enthusiastic response
from New York reviewers. Brooks Atkinson comments on Brigadoon as “perfectly
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staged.”140 WA Darlington from the Telegraph appraised the entertaining aspect of the
film despite saying that “I can well imagine that Caledonia sticklers for historical
accuracy will be amused or indignant at liberties which have been taken with accent and
dress. Yet the show itself is of a quality to make the sternest Scot abandon criticism in
enjoyment.”141
Despite its mostly critical reviews, Brigadoon (Appendix1) was, after all,
recommended by the reviewers mainly thanks to its entertainment value, as in the title
of The Evening Times “Hollywood makes a grand job of Brigadoon” or the Bulletins “It
Charms and Disarms.”142 Summarizing the critiques on Brigadoon, McArthus noticed
interestingly that “what none of the Scots reviews ever did was to take Brigadoon out of
the confines of cinema and use it as a reference point for Scottish culture in general.”143
In fact, no cultural – and ultimately political – implications are questioned by the critics.
Later in the 1990s, this is what happened and Brigadoon seemed to be revived in terms
of belonging to the Scottish culture. For example, The Guardian reported on Madonna´s
wedding in Scotland with the title “Brigadoon is alive with the sound of money.”144 The
Scotsman also had acartoon strip set in a place called “Brigadoom.”145

5.2 Scottish identity in film and tourism
The so called film-induced tourism when people seek for touristic objectives
seen on screen has been getting much popularity recently. Film-induced tourism is
defined as “tourist visits to the destination featured on television, video, or cinema
screen.”146 The increasing popularity of film-induced tourism owes to the rise of
international travel and the growth of entertainment industry not only in Scotland. In
terms of tourism, Scotland and Scottishness have long exercised a considerable global
fascination and appeal. As shown by the annual report of VisitScotland.com of 2014,
over 15.5 million overnight tourism trips were taken in Scotland, for which visitor
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expenditure totalled £4.8 billion. Moreover, according to USA Today, in a June 2015
online poll, Scotland was voted the world’s Best Cinematic Destination.147

Table 1:

Tourism in the Great Britain148

Scotland’s landscapes are home to unique heritage and architecture including
crofts, castles, Victorian tenements and Georgian country houses together with cutting
edge designs of today. Overall, all these aspects still symbolize romance and myth –
which is always desired in film industry.
It is the diversity of Scottish environment that attracts not only tourists and
makes it a favourite place of many film crews and entertainment productions.
According to Martin-Jones from the University of Glasgow, “Scotland’s natural beauty
and diversity ensures it plays a more fundamental role in the global cinematic
imagination than we may realise.”149 In the centre of various filming locations, there is
Edinburgh. Film Edinburgh, the film office for Edinburgh, East Lothian and the Scottish
Borders, lists 135 films that were filmed merely in Edinburgh. Among others, the list of
the films includes the best-known titles such as Chariots of Fire, Greystoke: the Legend
of Tarzan, Lord of the Apes, Hallam Foe, My Childhood, One Day, Sunshine of Leith,
The 39 Steps, The Angel’s Share. The Awakening, The Da Vinci Code, Trainspotting,
Outlander, The Railway Man, The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie, The House of Mirth,
Cloud Atlas, Under the Skin and others.150 As the film office also reflects, “there can be
147
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few cities as varied and versatile as Edinburgh.”151 The capital city of Scotland
architecture offers quite a unique combination of both medieval and contemporary
styles. The film crews are attracted not only by rural settings in the heart of its urban
centre, but they can also experience a few formal advantages. For instance, the Scottish
capital has recently approved a new film charter to boost film, which simplifies the
whole process even more.

152

The charter arranges how the Council and the Edinburgh

Film Office facilitate filmmaking in Edinburgh. 25 % of Scotland’s crew base live in
the Edinburgh city region.153 Moreover, according to Filmedinburgh.org, filmmakers do
not need a permit to film on public streets unless the filming is going to cause an
obstruction.154
But it is not only Edinburgh which experiences attraction from the filming
organizations. Glasgow has recently noticed increase in being a centre of film art, too.
The 1999 drama Ratcacher, directed by Scottish director Lynne Ramsay, is set in
Glasgow, among others. The city served as the film setting of other indigenous film
productions in Andrea Arnold's Red Road, Ken Loach's My Name Is Joe or Neds by
Peter Mullan.155 From the Hollywood production, Glasgow was disguised, for instance,
as California in World War Z or Cloud Atlas.156 Other recent films shot in Scotland
include The Descent (in spite of being set in the Appalachian Mountains much of it was
filmed in Scotland), Fast & Furious 6, Sunshine on Leith, The Fairy Flag, Belle, Black
Angel, Knights of the Round Table and many others.
Film City Glasgow, the creative facilities, is also based at the heart of Glasgow’s
film and television industry within Govan Town Hall. It comprises over 12,000 square
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feet of production office space, a 5,000 square feet of studio/build space, workshop
areas and rehearsal/meeting rooms aimed at the screen and other creative industries.157
The use of an attractive background in a film scene certainly leads to a perennial
question: “Where was that scene filmed?” The subliminial capturing of a viewer’s
attention by attractive pictures belongs to the non-profit benefits of filming in Scotland.
Film can provide a knowledge of certain aspects of the country such as nature, culture
and people, which results in the construction of attitudes towards the country. As
Schofield states, film-induced tourism will quickly become a fashion because the public
is interested to have real experiences where movies are made. 158

Table 2:

Film-induced tourism

Source: Adapted from Graham Busby and Julia Klug, “Movie-induced tourism: The challenge of
measurement and other issues,” Journal of Vacation Marketing, 7.4 (2002): 318.

Due to this recent phenomenon, films do not only provide short-term tourism
revenue but long-term prosperity to the destination. Overall, one of the major economic
benefits that film-induced tourism can bring to the local community is enduring tourism.
As Beeton emphasizes, film locations can be “all-year, all-weather attractions which
[alleviate] problems of seasonality in the tourism industry.”159 Generally, England can
be a good example of how film and television has been “a blessing” on tourism
industry. According to Kim et al., approximately 28 million visitors visit Britain each
year after viewing the country on the screen.160 Charlotte Higgins from The Guardian
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focuses on a recent transformation of Glasgow into a favourite filming location saying
that “in a post-industrial age, the city’s growing role as a Hollywood star is seen to
make good economic sense.”161
Especially Hollwood filming crews and Hollywood stars contribute to boosting
tourism profits. There are a number of studies that reveal the increasing visitation
numbers at film locations. One of the most famous examples, Braveheart, showed a
300% increase in visitor numbers a year after the release.162 Nothwistanding the fact
that much of the film was actually made in Ireland and other parts of Scotland, the
National Wallace Monument is nowadays massively visited thanks to the film.163
According to Gordon Matheson, a former leader of the Glasgow council, an estimated
extra £150m poured into the local economy through filmmaking in the city over the past
decade. But according to Doyle it is not merely a question of economic benefit: "It's
also about supporting our local skills, our local crews – and in that way, we also support
indigenous film production." Cultural values and destination awareness are likewise
enhanced by film-induced tourism.
In practice, there are several ways of promoting a successful movie which uses
local settings and props. One of them is movie maps, whichare usually distributed as
leaflets that tourists can use together with a map or instead of one. The Scottish example
of such marketing technique is demonstrated bellow. Many agencies across Scotland
offer similar kinds of so called “movie tours (Appendix 2).”
According to Beeton, the promotion of hotels, guesthouses or dining places in a
film can be another powerful factor that attracts the tourists to specific places based on
previous film experience.164 In Chariots of Fire, “Carlton Hotel” is actually the famous
clubhouse of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club in St. Andrews.
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However, it is not always guaranteed that the film succesfully promotes the area
or the culture in a positive way. The message of the film may not be clear enough. Also,
the main concept of the film does not have to go hand in hand with the strategy of
tourism agencies. Films such as Trainspotting or Young Adam depicting Scottish cities
as a jungle of drugs, alcohol and sex are far from being a positive image welcoming
tourists to come to Scotland to enjoy its urban genius loci.

5.3 Scottish identity in film and film criticism
Historically, Scottish film criticism focused on the debunking of myths
surrounding the Scottish identity; Tartanry and Kailyard. The document that is said to
have paved the way for the debates on criticism was the book Scotch Reels165 written by
Colin McArthur and published in 1982. The aftermath of the failed devolution in 1979
provoked many Marxist critics to look for power relations within Scottish moving
pictures, eliminating the individual protagonist and telling stories where the action is
moved by the group. Petrie recognizes similar features in McArthur’s work. McArthur
developed a Marxist critique of Scottish cinema that used the term Kailyard as a
synonym for myth. As Sarah Neally emphasizes, in this work, McArthur and other
authors focused on the following types of representations; the depiction of Scotland was
seen as “limited to narratives of fantasy,” more often projected “from outside the
country rather than from within.”166 John Caughie reflected on how the critical
approaches in McArthur’s book had been somewhat narrow in focus and ultimately
restricted the accuracy of the writer’s conclusions.167
However, Scotch Reels strengthened the terms of the Scottish myths in Scottish
culture and paved the way for subsequent film criticism. According to Andrew Nash, it
further assessed the films according to whether they celebrated or deconstructed
Scottish myths. Colin McArthur’s legendary polemic has since been widely critiqued
and is now seen, as Petrie points out, largely as “an invaluable starting point to thinking
systematically about the dominant cinematic representations that have defined a certain
national image.”168 Similarly, Craig, another critic of Scotch Reels, focuses on the
Marxist and modernist ideas that lay behind it. He claims that the whole book “was
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actually based on the profound antipathy towards the kitsch and inauthentic nature of
Scottish popular culture.”169 Craig further argues that Scotch Reels strives for a
universality of historical processes that is not realistic. McArthur linked the issue of
myth to that of cultural emigration and the failure of Scottish cultural institutions.
Thus, the criticism later turned in favour of a realistic depiction of Scotland in
film. The over-emphasis on realist discourses as a positive route forward was further
reinforced by the significant attention to documentary film-maker John Grierson, and
the work of the Films of Scotland Committee. Paradoxically enough, this issue reemerges in the discussion over devolution at the end of the 1990s.170 Till 2009, there has
been only one comprehensive and well-known scholarly chronicle, written by Duncan
Petrie and called Screening Scotland.171
In 2009, Jonathan Murray, Fidelma Farley and Rod Stoneman’s book Scottish
Cinema Now172 offered a new agenda for the study of this distinct national cinema. This
was the result of a conference in Galway in 2005 which was a sign of transformation of
Scottish film criticism for a new era – New Scottish Cinema (explained later in the
thesis) and also for New Scottish Film Criticism.
The question related to the theme of the thesis is as follows – is it possible to
analyse contemporary Scottish cinema within the established and familiar framework of
nation and national identity? According to Hjort and Petrie “the task of Scottish film
criticism necessitates giving voice to a plurality of social identities and voices
emphatically not reducible to, or subsumable, by, the national dimension of the society
they inhabit.”173 One of the key points focusing on a film criticism and film
development in Scotland was a conference in Edinburgh in August 2014, organised by
Queen Margaret University and entitled “Becoming Scotland: Screen Cultures in a
Small Nation.” The conference provided wideranged topics concerning the
machinations of the film and television industries in Scotland and also the perceived
representational tropes within the industries. As Hjort and Petrie further comment,
“perhaps it is time that Scottish film criticism caught up wit where Scottish filmmaking
seems already to have gone, crossing the broders once and for all, leaving behind the
169
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traditional compulsion to ponder obsessively and near-exclusively the state, whether
psychological or territorial, of ‘Scotland.’174 Not only Scotland experiences this kind of
tension between what representations of the past are simultaneously both promoted and
rejected. As Ruth Barton mentions, Scotland can be compared to Ireland in terms of
clashing views on film representations.175
Scotland has had its own branch of British Academy of Film and Television Arts
(BAFTA) Awards since 1989.176 BAFTA thus celebrates the recognition of the
achievements within the United Kingdom at two separate ceremonies: British Academy
Scotland Awards together with the annual British BAFTA Scotland New Talent Awards
champion the film, television and video game industries in Scotland. According to
Helen Anderson, the director of BAFTA in 2008, with weekly screenings in Glasgow
and Edinburgh, BAFTA Scotland has “a strong and established social function for its
members.”177 The organisation is also looking into other ways to bring filmmakers
together and celebrate excellence in the industry. One of the examples could be the
above-mentioned British BAFTA Scotland New Talent Awards, which were established
independently from the British awards (Appendix 3). The ceremony for 2016 will be
held on Sunday 6 November 2016.178

5.4 Scottish film and the Scottish government
As for the general involvement of the Scottish government, its complementary
role and responsibilites are outlined in the The Creative Industries Framework
Agreement.179 In this report published by the Scottish Government on 5 February 2009
the Government wants to be “recognized as one of the world’s most creative nations –
one that attracts, develops and retains talent, where the arts and the creative industries
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are supported and celebrated and their economic contribution fully captured.”180
Generally in Scotland, responsibility for the creative sector, film art included, is divided
into two sectors: The Cabinet Secretary for Culture, Europe and External and the
Deputy First Minister and Cabinet Secretary for Finance, Constitution and Economy
supporting its economic development and growth.181 Overall, the report specifies the
responsibility for the creative sector on several levels:

“Creative Scotland – to provide research, intelligence and advocacy across the
13 creative industries. It will lead co-ordination activity in developing the creative
industry sector. It will inherit the functions, responsibilities and resources of Scottish
Screen and the Scottish Arts Council and develop them using its sector specific
knowledge, skills and experience;
The Enterprise agencies – to identify and develop growth sectors, sub-sectors
and businesses and to maximise the economic potential of businesses within creative
industries;
Local authorities – to support creative industries in their area and are responsible
for the governance of the business gateway
The Business Gateway's role will be to provide generic business advice and
signpost to other sources of specialised support and advice”182

Another important factor in the Scottish cultural environment and film-funding
is the Big Lottery Fund, BFI Film Fund or also Glasgow Film Fund.183
The Scottish government has been attempting to support local productions and
attract UK and international productions since the early stages of cinematography in
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Scotland. Films of Scotland Committee was established in the 1930s when Scotland
hosted the 1938 Empire Exhibition.184 The aim of the former Scottish Secretary Walter
Elliot was to produce a series of films for screening to the visitors and simultaneously
films that would reflect the upsurge of national feeling at the time.185 Elliot greatly
admired the above-mentioned John Grierson’s pioneering documentary films and thus
formed a committee – Films of Scotland – whose purpose was to promote Scotland both
nationally and internationally, depicting all aspects of Scottish life – social, cultural and
industrial. Grierson was appointed as adviser for the production of a series of seven
films that as a group would reflect the spectrum of modern Scotland and its people in a
vivid and meaningful way and would form the centrepiece of the film programme for
the Exhibition.
At its re-establishment in 1954, the membership of the Committee with the
support of the Scottish Council for Development and Industry represented all branches
of the film industry, tourism and local and national administration and manufacturing.
Grierson was a leading member of the second Committee, producing several treatments
for them, as well as his autobiographical film I Remember, I Remember (1968).186 The
Film of Scotland Committee collection includes the early work of British film makers
who moved from documentary into feature film such as Bill Forsyth, screen writing
credits for novelists such as William McIlvanney and Alasdair Gray and music
composed by Muir Mathieson and John Maxwell Geddes.187 The Scottish public sector
invests over £21 million annually in support of the screen sector for training,
development, production, business support, education and festivals.188 Annually, around
six films are made in Scotland.189
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The turning point in Scottish film policy in the twenty-first century is often seen
in the demise of Scottish Screen, the national body for film in Scotland. Established in
1997, Scottish Screen rose from several pre-existing agencies which supported film
production, training, locations, archive, exhibition or film education. In 2010, the
organization was recognized as insufficient.190
Creative Scotland is a new strategic body leading the development of the arts,
creative and screen industries across Scotland. The new organisation, established in
2010, took over the functions and resources of Scottish Screen and the Scottish Arts
Council as well as having a wider set of responsibilities for developing the sector. 191 As
its director Natalia Usher comments, she and her team are putting emphasis on
“internationalisation” and on encouraging Scottish producers to coproduce with their
European partners.192
Creative Scotland invested £11m in the screen sector in the 2014/15 season. The
source of this funding is a grant in aid from the Scottish Government and The National
Lottery. This compares with £7.5m invested by Scottish Screen in 2009/10 (the
organisation’s last year of operation). In 2015/16 £5m was added to funding available
for screen production and skills.193
However, as Simon Brown states, a review of the film industry in Scotland
published in January 2014 noted that with the departure of Scottish Screen in favour of
Creative Scotland, a body responsible for promoting all arts, the Scottish film sector
“keenly felt the loss of its sector specific agency” and despite funding film to the tune of
£5m in 2011/12 and £6m in 2012/13, “a period of stability in policy, strategy, approach
and resource would be welcomed from across the sector.”194 David Hutchison discusses
the role of Creative Scotland and questions the body’s dedication (or lack thereof)
towards film production, on which the body only spends 5 % of its annual budget.
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Hutchison compared this figure to other national film bodies, with Canada’s Telefilm
and National Film Board of Canada’s $50m annual budget equivalent to Creative
Scotland spending £12m on the screen industries, four times the amount currently
allocated.195
Recent plans comprise building a national studio in Scotland. Creative Scotland
together with Scottish Enterprise developed the plan to encourage filmmakers to come
to Scotland. It was also a reaction toan open letter from 2014 which some of Scotland´s
best-known actors, among others Peter Mullan, Daniela Nardini, Gary Lewis, Ewan
Bremner or Martin Compston, signed for a studio based in Glasgow.
The connecting theme of Creative Scotland is as follows: “creative learning,
equalities and diversity, digital and environment.”196 As for the organization´s
development in 10 years’ time, excellence and experimentation across the arts, universal
accessability, an emphasis on local environment and support of international touring and
showcasing in Scotland are emphasized.197

6 Scottish Cinema in the 20th and 21st century
The beginnings of the twentieth century brought more intense concerns
searching for the Scottish cinematic identity. Among the most important studies of the
Scottish cinema are Forsyth Hardy, Scotland in Film, Edinburgh,198 1990, Eddie Dick,
From Limeligh to Satellite: A Scottish Film Book199 or Ducan Petrie, Screening
Scotland200. With newly founded institutions there came new opportunities. Defeat at
the Devolution Referendum in 1979 undoubtedly undermined national confidence in
this as well as in other facets of national identity. However, the discussion over the
Scottish films has been raised on several occassions, for instance, the conference Scotch
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Reels in 1982 at the Edinburgh Film Festival201 was concerned with the political content
of the films. Tartanry and Kailyard were inevitably the main targets. It is money that
matters most. Optimistic views on Scottish film´s flourishing development can be
contrasted with the critical voices that see the Scottish background for film-making as
lacking enough sources. Institutional neglect, lack of facilities or lack of support for
new talents – these are the most frequent issues that the film-makers have to cope with.
Hardy identifies with this fact stating that Scotland “united with England and lacking an
administration with control of the country’s finances, is unable to provide money from
central sources to pay for films.”202 Grierson expressed his dissatisfaction with the lack
of sources and means of production already in the mid-1950s, arguing that although the
Scottish people have their own culture that they consider natively distinct and their own,
they “are denied access to the means of production by which [they] can give expression
to [their] self/esteem and draw from it an inspiration for the present and the future.”203
All of this thus may acknowledge the prevailing obstacle of Scotland as a
country being a part of the constitutional monarchy of the Great Britain. Scotland may
still suffer from its location outside London as there is no area of Britain which is better
financially equipped to produce feature films. At the panel of the conference Becoming
Scotland: Screen Cultures in a Small Nation, Irvine Allan mentioned the lack of agents
resident in Scotland as a primary reason for the perceived drain in filmmaking talent
from the nation and the increasingly limited chances of short films getting exhibited.204
Arabella Page Croft, co-founder of Glasgow-based Black Camel Pictures, which
produced the Bafta-nominated Sunshine on Leith,205 complains that the Scottish area
could not compete with, for instance, Irish funding incentives. She furthermore provides
the example of the loss of the multi-million-pound blockbuster Generation Z
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to

Wales, after the failed funding from Creative Scotland – despite it having a Scottish
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director and starring Scottish actor Dougray Scott.207 Drew McFarlane complains about
“huge inertia” on the part of the Scottish Parliament and other leading bodies. “There’s
been complacency that, because of the beautiful landscape, production companies
themselves will take the initiative to build the facilities they need.”208
The question remains whether, actually, Scottish cinematography as such exists.
For instance, Richards refutes this key issue of the debate by promoting the fact that
documentary shorts, which were made most frequently, had no impact on the mass
consciousness. David Hutchinson goes even further by arguing that in Scotland “there
has never been anything that could be possibly described as a film industry.”209
However, as Nowlan and Finch emphasize, the fact that contemporary Scottish filmmakers have access to funding levels which were simply not available thirty years ago is
“a matter for celebration, as is the wider range of features which has been produced in
recent times.“210

6.1 “New Scottish cinema”
After the notable success of the blockbuster Braveheart, considered one of the
most financially successful American movies focusing on Scottish history, the
cinematic representation of an imaginary Scotland may have reached the summit of its
fame. There was a time for a new voice to portray modern Scotland and after a year
Trainspotting appeared as an example of a “new Scottish cinema.” This type of Scottish
production leaves the stereotypes of Tartanry and Kailyardism, which used to be
imposed by filmmakers from outside Scotland, embraces urban and contemporary
Scotland, and is the product of a truly Scottish film industry. According to Mazierska
and Rascaroli, Trainspotting “not only breaks with many traits typical of earlier
cinematic representation of Scotland, but also demonstrates the difficulties of
constructing a discourse conveying a new Scottish identity, which is meant to replace
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the old Tartan and Kailyard stereotypes.”211 Trainspotting was visually, emotionally and
ideologically separate from recognizable Scottishness, rejecting the past that seemed “to
function, according to Sillars, as a kind of phantom, flickering in and out of visibility on
the margins.”212 Its break from the imaginary Scotland exposed a “new” country which
was ready to confront itself with the old myths. It appealed to a broader audience
“including those beyond the nation and the transformation of Scottish identities in
broader global contexts.”213 Trainspotting revealed paradoxes and a wish to remove the
burden of Scottishnes, “a desire to belong and desperation to escape; between an
idealized Scotland and one left trampled in the dust; between identity seen as rooted and
safe or seen as stale and stagnant:”214

Tommy: It’s great outdoors. It’s fresh air. Doesn't make you proud to be
Scottish?
Mark: It’s shite being Scottish! We’re the lowest of the low. The scum of
the fucking Earth! The most wretched miserable, servile, pathetic trash that
was ever shat civilization. Some people hate the English – I don’t, they are
just wankers. We on the other hand are colonized by. Can’t even find a
decent culture to be colonized by.We’re ruled by effete arseholes; it’s a shite
state of affairs to be in, Tommy, and all the fresh air in the world won’t
make any fuckin’ difference.” (Trainspotting 33:14-33:56)

In one of the most famous scenes in the film, this dialogue deploys the Scottish
surroundings “as the sine qua non of the cinematic, it becomes conscious prop,
counterpoised with a countervailing, rivaling or suspending landscape that is the urban
space, posited as real space – parodically, really “Scottish.”215 Here, modernity no
longer takes the form of unwelcome outsiders or the modern world intruding into small,
rural Highland and Island communities. Instead, there is a community in the very heart
of the Scottish identity, Edinburgh being real. The new wave having produced films
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such as Trainspotting certainly paved the way for a different approach towards Scottish
film. Carlyle’s view emphasizes the fact that those expectations may not have been fully
fullfilled and that there is still a need for reconsideration and a critical approach.

7 Analysis of the films
The following part of the thesis analyses the set of films mentioned in the
introduction. The titles chosen for the purpose are listed below:


Filth, dir: Jon S. Baird, prod. Lionsgate, 2013, 1 h 37 min.



Morvern Callar, dir. Lynne Ramsay, prod. Alliance Atlantis, BBC Films, 2002,
1 h 37 min.



Brave, dir. Mark Andrews, Brenda Chapman, prod. Walt Disney Studios Motion
Pictures, 2012, 1 h 33 min.

My aim is to find traits of Scotishness that may occur in the films, and explore
their meaning and their role. Further, I include some of the films’ reviews to illustrate
their impact and reception. All the films address their contemporary Scottish societies.
As a matter of fact, it is virtually impossible to make a film without any contemporary
society issues being reflected in it, even though implicitly. This fact makes it possible to
define Scottishness by means of exploring the films.

Morvern Callar, dir. Lynne Ramsay, prod. Alliance Atlantis, BBC Films, 2002, 1 h 37
min.
Morvern Callarn

Data

Rate
Viewers
Date of release
Length
Opening weekend profit
Gross profit

6,7
6 742
1 November 2002
1 h 37 min
£82 014
£267 194 (USA)

Table 2:
Source:

“Morvern

Callar,”

Morvern Callar

Imdb.com,

http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0300214/> 12 March 2015.
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Morvern Callar was the first novel by the Scottish author Alan Warner, first
published in 1995 to a considerable success. As Munro emphasizes, Warner was
marketed widely as “the new Irvine Welsh”216 upon the publication of his debut novel.
Morvern Callar as a film is generally less known than the book. And, as Jaccard notes,
“unless you follow contemporary Scottish writing or are a serious indie film
connoisseur, you may not have heard of Morvern Callar,”217 meaning both the film and
the book. However, it left a trace in the Scottish cinematography. As Benyahia, Gaffney
and White argue Morvern Callar is “an illustrative example of an emerging and
changing national identity”218 that Scotland has been experiencing since the 1980s and
its reflection in the visual culture as the book was published in 1995.219


Author
Lynne Ramsay´s most recent work is her highly acclaimed 2001 adaptation of

We Need to Talk About Kevin.220 In 1999 the critics appraised the debut of this Scottish
director’s feature Ratcatcher. As Ramsay is entitled in the interview from The
Guardian, even before the release of her debut feature, she was praised as “one of an
exciting new breed of independent British film-makers.”221 It is with no doubt that
Ramsay can be assessed as an acclaimed Scottish director belonging to a small, but
important company of artists. Yet, as Sean O’Hagan mentions, she “remains an
effortless outsider, partly by choice and partly because, as a working-class Glaswegian
female with attitude to burn, she doesn’t fit neatly into the British film industry that, as
she points out, is still predominately male and middle-class.”222 Thus, Ramsay
illustrates how Scottish directors are often viewed by others within the UK´s
cinematography – as an important group of little importance.
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Ramsay was born in Glasgow to a Catholic father, who worked in the shipyards,
and a Protestant mother.223 She grew up in Maryhill, in her words “a typical workingclass Glasgow area.”224 It is also the area where her debut feature was set. She studied
photography at Napier College in Edinburgh, before attending the National Film and
Television School in Beaconsfield to be trained as a cinematographer.225 In 1996,
Ramsay won the Prix du Jury at the Cannes Film festival with her graduation film, a
short called Small Deaths. From the very beginning, it was obvious that she would
follow the trail of dark subject matters and a slow, meditative style prefigured
by Ratcatcher, which opened the Edinburgh Film Festival in 1999 and later won the
Guardian First Feature Award.226 Morvern Callar was her fifth movie.227



Summary
Morvern Callar (starring Samantha Morton) is a low-paid employee in a local

supermarket in a desolate port town in the west of Scotland. She wakes one morning in
late December to find her strange boyfriend has committed suicide and is dead on the
kitchen floor. She then cuts her boyfriend’s body into pieces, hides his remnants in a
forest and releases his unpublished novel as her own. With the money that her boyfriend
left for his funeral, she leaves Scotland for a meditative journey to Ibiza where she
travels with her closest friend.



Analysis
Morvern Callar, as obvious from the name of the film, relates directly to the

protagonist and her journey, both graspable and spiritual. Morvern is a young woman
and she travels to Ibiza, a place mostly occupied by young “party people.” The
reflection of the young Scottish generation follows the trajectory of of New Scottish
cinema´s key feature films, such as Trainspotting or Sweet Sixteen. Benyahia et al.
223
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support this film depiction of rising new generation of independent Scottish people and
emphasize the fact that “grim and minimalist, this film is strangely compelling in
presenting an existentialist, post-Thatcherite view of a new, young Scotland that shrugs
off the despair of the past and grips oportunity by the throat.”228 Ramsay’s second
feature once again tracks the awakening of youthful imagination, now in the figure of a
young woman who, as Martin-Jones argues, discovers “an impulsive freedom and sense
of peace.”229
However, this occurs after the sudden death of Morvern´s tempestuous writer
boyfriend, not by coincidence. Morvern is detached from the moment her boyfriend dies
and seems to be looking down on the events she drifts through and into. All three of
Ramsay´s most important features contain a traumatic, violent death, from which each
of the protagonists is recovering and in which they are also directly, although
enigmatically, implicated:
Morver: He's not coming back.
Her friend: You're not kidding me, are you?
Morver: Gone... he left me.
Her friend: Oh, he's probably just teasing you
Morver: No, he's really gone. He's not coming back
Her friend: He's gone where? Gone where?
Morver: Don't know ... to another country ...
Her friend: Another country? (00:23:27,635- 00:24:06,266)230
Morvern is celebrated as an acclaimed writer, but she remains an outsider and is
defined by a lasting communion with death, a bond with a realm beyond that seems to
grant her an awareness of the strangeness of the world around her, the uncanniness of
the everyday. As Benyahia et al. point out, this may be interpreted as a metaphor of the
post-Thatcherite Scotland, cursed by a hard past and a current weightlessness, seeking
identity, a new anchor point, and mainly seeking to redefine itself in a new, youthful
context: “Where’re we going? / To somewhere beautiful. … / I like it here, why go
back?” (01:03:39,514 --> 01:03:48,347)231 As Gorman emphasizes:
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I worry that in bracketing off the larger Scottish, British, and even global
contexts in the process of focusing on Morvern’s actions, the film in many
ways deprives us of the ability to understand them fully. The film works
quite hard to distance itself from issues of nationality and Scottishness
(which Morvern constantly points to in her narration in the novel), yet
Warner’s novel, the plot arc that it demands, and the characters it
introduces, makes this imperative difficult to maintain.232
However, the key feature (of the film) is Ramsay’s sensorically rich cinema.
Much of the film’s power lies in Ramsay’s ability to capture and convey the drifting,
dreamlike state of mind of her characters and the poetically associative logic that shapes
their singular points of view. Most of the film Ramsay shows her singular grasp of
visual storytelling, as Morvern is often screened as a dazed girl walking across a barren
landscape towards the setting sun (Appendix 4)
Most significantly, this may be seen in an overall mise-en-scene, i. e. the way in
which objects, scenery and the location are shown by using light and dark, pattern,
colour, camera position and angle, and movement within the frame. Mise-en-scene
establishes mood and atmosphere, and can express the inner life of characters through
the way in which their settings are depicted on screen.233 The bleak atmosphere of
Morvern´s wandering in Scotland contrasts sharply with the rich colours of a sunsoaked Spain. As Berger argues, dreamy geography “explores the mist-enshrouded
Scottish highlands and sunbaked Spanish pampas as complimentary expressions of the
sublime of the main character.”234
The journey prompts a series of internal and external transformations for
Morvern – one which brings to light her experiences of grief, memory, freedom, and
desire. Overall, Morvern is utterly hypnotizing from her very first sentence to her last.
She rarely goes anywhere without the walkman left behind as a Christmas present by
her dead boyfriend, and as she narrates this strange story, she takes care to tell the
232
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reader exactly what music she is listening to, giving the stunning effect of a sound track
running behind her voice. Moving across a blurred European landscape – from rural
poverty and drunken port to the Mediterranean rave scene – the viewer experiences
everything from Morvern´s dreamy point of view. The film thus probes the vast internal
emptiness of a generation by using the cool, haunting voice of a female narrator – which
seems lost in the end, anyway. The accent which we can hear in the film takes on an
interesting “double entendre” as Morvern-Samantha Morton speaks mostly Midlands
English, which according to Jaccard creates “a form of abstract Britishness in keeping
with the intended decontextualization of the character, McDermott’s Lanna confusingly
again renaturalizes the Scots frame of reference.”235
The character´s never-ending dreaming with no proper ending may lead to a
double irony which is hidden in a message of Lynne Ramsay´s concerning the
awakening of the Scottish national identity. In her filmmaking she is refedining Scottish
film in the first place and is presenting new representations of Scotland, creating a new
identity for Scottish film as Jaccard mentions while making a film about a “detached
and empty identity created by disconnecting with the past.” 236 It would be, however,
most unfortunate to simply reduce the debates to the politics of Scottish identity or
sovereignty. As Jaccard also argues in his review, it is also a compelling story “about a
young woman’s personal transformation that derives its energy from a combination of
concerns peculiar to Warner and his generation.”237
Filth, dir: Jon S. Baird, prod. Lionsgate, 2013, 1 h 37 min.
Filth
Rate
Viewers
Date of release
Length
Budget
Opening weekend profit
Gross profit

Data
7,1
65 530
16 September 2013
1 h 37 min
£ 5 million
£82 014
£267 194 (USA)

Table 3:
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Source: “ Filth,” Imdb.com, International Movie Database http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1450321/.



Summary
Starring James McAvoy, Detective Sergeant Bruce Robertson, the main

character, is a corrupt, junkie policeman with Borderline Personality Disorder who
attempts to manipulate his way to a promotion in order to win back his wife and
daughter while also fighting his own borderline-fueled inner demons. Unsurprisingly,
the film´s marketing relied heavily on the star persona of Irvine Welsh. The film poster,
and subsequent movie promotion, utilise the image of the pig and the policeman from
the novel’s original cover. (Appendix 5)
Based on the third novel of the Scottish novelist, playwright and short story
writer, the plot follows the traits of its famous predecessor, Trainspotting.
Welsh’s fiction and non-fiction – now a global phenomenon – is dominated by the
theme of working class and Scottish identity in the period spanning from the 1960s to
the present day. Interestingly enough, Irvine Welsh’s third novel was published in 1998,
a year before the Scottish Parliament reconvened in Edinburgh. Its adaptation was
released in cinemas just a year before Scotland voted in a referendum on independence
from the United Kingdom.


Author
As Irvine Welsh co-authored the film´s screenplay, a brief introduction of him

seems relevant. Born in Edinburgh, Irvine Welsh grew up in a lower-class family and
left education at sixteen, taking various jobs. He eventually moved to London in the
1970s. After spending some time exploring the London punk scene and working in the
property market, he moved back to Edinburgh to study an MBA.238 It is 1990s
Edinburgh that has inspired his writing as far as his most famous work Trainspotting is
concerned. It was the urban working class who began speaking through his voice, but
also Scottish white masculinity in general. Jon S. Baird, the director of the film, claimed
before its premiere that it would be shot through with a “heightened sense of reality;
something no doubt associated with an Irvine Welsh adaptation.”239 Baird was born in
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Aberdeen, Scotland. He is a director and producer, besides Filth (2013) his works
include Cass (2008) or Babylon (2014).240


Analysis
As Schoene states, Bruce Robertson is “an anti-hero, an accumulation of all that

is most loathsome in Welsh’s ealier creations as he is a racist, misogynist and
homophobe, who combines a misanthropic personality with heavy drinking, drug/taking
and ruthless careerism.”241 More importantly, the film depicts the protagonist´s gradual
development, mainly several changes that he experiences. In his own words, Welsh
believes that it is important to acknowledge “England’s influence on Scotland as well as
Scotland’s complex identity instead of trying to limit it like MacDiarmid tried.”242
Welsh recognizes three phases of Scots’ consciousness, suggesting: “When I was
growing up, it was that childish one: it’s the English’s fault. Then it changed in the 80 s
and 90s to the Renton thing: it’s our fault, the self-flagellating thing. Now it seems to
have evolved into a healthy pragmatism that it doesn’t matter whose fault it is; the point
is to get on with it and make it better.”243 Welsh thus outlined his creative film
definitions for three phases of the Scottish independence movement of 1979, 1997 and
2014.
Interestingly enough, all three phases can be found reflected in the main
character and mainly the end of his life, further discussed in the following section. With
more than a changing nature of the Scottish identity, Munro offers the persistent theme
of the Caledonian Antisyzgy referring particularly to the Scottish literature, but also
relevant for the purpose of this thesis. According to him, Bruce´s inner struggle reflects
the idea of contested “binary personalities within one being, which was often
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psychotically expressed and read as indicative of the Scottish nation and its
inhabitants.”244
The film offers further direct connotations to Scotland and Scottish culture,
predominantly embedded in a strong Scottish accent that most of the characters speak,
Bruce Robertson nothwithstanding: “Do you like wee lassies, Ray?” (00:09:22,7500:09:25,167).245 Also the name of the protagonist leads to Robert the Bruce, the
famous Scottish warrior in the Battle of Bannockburn, which establishes or
institutionalizes notions of myth, tradition, Scotland and Scotishness in a subversive
manner. At the very beginning of the film, Bair also perpetuates stereotypical images of
items such as kilts and bagpipes as a way of representing Scottish identity in the film.
However, simultaneously it is intentionally being ridiculed by Robertson himself. When
leaving dominant Edinburgh sightseeing areas such as Edinburgh Castle or Grassmarket
area Robertson states:
“Scotland. This nation brought the world television, the steam engine, golf,
whisky, penicillin and, of course, the deep fried Mars bar. It is great being Scottish.
We're such a uniquely successful race. And as my wife Carole always says, ‘There’s no
place like home.” (00:02:58,500–00:03:28,415)246
However, instead of smoothing images of the Scottish developing environment,
the film presents images undermining all the patriotic feelings (Appendix 6) and
Schoene pesimistically comments on the depiction of the new Scotland in the film:
“Welsh’s depiction of Scottish nationalism in Filth is devastatingly pessimistic,
not least because of its dubious choice of protagonist. If Bruce is the new Scotsman,
then the new Scotland is not a postcolonial nation rejoicing in its newly soon
independence but, on the contrary, a compulsively autocratic power […].”247
Scotland is put in controversial terms even further in the film as the narrator
emphasizes the nation’s superiority and sometimes xenophobic nature in vivid pictures.
This supports another chosen scene among Bruce and Toal, his superior at his
workplace (Appendix 7):
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Bruce: Y’know, in some parts of the country
the force even advertise in the gay press now.
Toal: This isn't some parts of the country.
This is Scotland, by Christ! (22:43)248
Filth playfully engages both internal and external views of Scottish identity.
Through a psychoanalytic lens, it can be thus determined that Welsh and Baird
deliberately construct Bruce Robertson to mirror Scotland and its various independence
movements through the creation of stereotypical images of himself and his absent wife
as well as the acceptance of a fractured identity through his death. He frequently repeats
his motto “same rules apply” (the police meeting 00:04:04,084, describing his college
Clifford 00:22:51,834– 00:22:55,250 or the suicide scene 01:31:49,334 among others),
meaning that he will do whatever he wants to whomever he wants as long as it benefits
him. At the same time, Bruce cannot identify with his own identity (Appendix 8). He
only pretends to do so by controlling his wife Carole, who is not present in the film till
the very end, and dressing as her.
As Vilmi argues, “identities seem to be in a constant, fluid motion and always
reconstructed in relation to other people and other contexts.”249 Hovever, Bruce is the
one who does not believe that identity changes over time according to what is
influencing him and he is not ready to accept his chase. Thus, Bruce Robertson can be
read as an embodiment of the New Scotland but may symbolise everything that the
‘New Scotland’ must leave behind. What Munro sees in the film, under these
circumstances, is the status of Scotland as a traumatised country that is hurt by its
“subnational status and the perceived injustices of it.”250
Followingly, the film presents the key fact –Bruce accepts his identity through
suicide in both the book and the film. According to Cartaino, Irvine Welsh is calling for
“the metaphorical death of false images such as the ones that Hugh MacDiarmid
incorporated into the complex Scottish identity and the acceptance of a multifaceted
national identity as a way for Scotland to move forward together as an independent
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nation.”251 It is important to note that all three phases emphasized by Welsh and Bair are
present in Bruce Robertson’s suicide. While the majority of the film follows the book,
Bruce’s inevitable suicide in the film is vastly different from the book. This may be
because Bruce’s suicide in each format represents the Scottish political movements as
outlined by Welsh (Appendix9).

Brave. Dir. Mark Andrews, Brenda Chapman. Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures,
2012.
Brave
Rate
Viewers
Date of release
length
Budget
Opening weekend profit
Gross profit

Data
7,2
253 438
16 August 2012
1 h 33 min
£185 000 000
£66 323 594
£237 282 182 (USA)

Table 4:
Source:
“Brave,”
Imdb.com,
<http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1217209/>

Brave
International

Movie

Database

Brave, a cartoon made by Disney / Pixar Studios, may seem an exception among
other “non-cartoon” films. However, it caught a lot of attention in the critical circles for
several reasons. It is included in the thesis as Disney / Pixar employs a Scottish woman
(or girl) in its fairytale. A strong female lead and absence of other similar female
characters turns the spotlight on Brave. Recently, scholars have viewed this as a modern
trend and a prominent aspect of Disney’s engagement with identity politics – the
changing depictions of the “Disney princess” that respond to feminist ideas about
gender equality. Similarly, the gender theme blends with other themes of identity
politics.252
The film was attractive to the very core of the Scottish national identity –
Scottish National Party. As Kelly emphasizes in her article, the Scottish National Party
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has been very supportive towards the release of the film. The former Minister Alex
Salmond has been prominently involved in VisitScotland’s campaign around the
release, introduced the film’s European premiere at the Edinburgh International Film
Festival in June 2012 and appeared on The Late Late Show in America to promote its
ties with Scotland.253 Scottish National Party also called it a “Scottish film” in its official
twitter feed.254 Salmond has described the film as a “wonderful depiction of
Scotland”255 and expressed his gratitude to the director Marc Andrews “[for flying] the
flag for Scotland in Hollywood.”256


Plot
As Sim et al. argue, Brave “may well represent a return to earlier themes“ 257 of a

mythic and romantic vision of Scotland. The film tells a story of Merida, a skilled
archer and impetuous daughter of King Fergus (Billy Connolly) and Queen Elinor
(Emma Thompson). Determined to find her own path in life, Merida defies an old
custom sacred to the Scottish lords of the land: Lord MacGuffin (Kevin McKidd), Lord
Macintosh (Craig Ferguson) and Lord Dingwall (Robbie Coltrane). Merida's actions
unleash chaos and fury in the kingdom. When she turns to an eccentric old witch (Julie
Walters) for help, she is granted a wish that does not bring her luck in the end. The
following peril forces Merida to discover the meaning of true bravery in order to undo a
beastly curse before it's too late.258


Author
The director of Pixar studios Mark Andrews was raised up in California, USA,

but his ancestors came from Torridon, in Wester Ross, Scotland. He worked at Chuck
Jones Film Productions before being hired as a storyboard artist at Warner Bros
Animation. In 2000 he came to Pixar, co-directed the short One Man Band which
253
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appeared in front of Cars and then he became a story supervisor on Ratatouille.259
Brave is his directorial debut. In his words, he was “thrilled" to return to Scotland.”260
Its idealistic vision of a medieval Scotland is one that is filtered through a distinctly
Scottish-American lens, as apparent in Andrews’ reflective remarks on how his work on
the film has made him define [his] own Scottish history: “Over the last year I've
embraced my own Scottish roots, and directing Brave has given me a wonderful chance
to visit the country that I love.”261 Largely “Scottish-friendly,” he included Billy
Connolly as blustering King Fergus, Kelly Macdonald as Merida and Emma Thomson
as the Queen. Robbie Coltrane, Kevin McKidd and Craig Ferguson all give voice to the
rival clan chiefs.262


Analysis
The film employs various forms of Scottish identity. However, Disney / Pixar, in

this case, present notions of Scottishness in the American mythic imagination. As
Johnson argues, in the years since their 2006 merger with Disney, Pixar has become the
most powerful purveyor of the mythic voice in The Walt Disney Company’s ethos.263
According to Alex Massie: “It’s a good wee movie. If you liked it then, sure, be happy it
has done well. But, really, it’s got next to nothing to do with us and pretending that it
does risks making you seem slightly silly. A truly confident country – or political
sensibility – wouldn’t need to make exaggerated claims for it.”264 Peter Bradshaw from
The Guardian futher comments on the story: “The fantasy Highland setting is
effectively extrapolated from the Scottish accent Mike Myers put on back in 2001
playing the curmudgeonly Shrek in the DreamWorks animation, occupying very much
the same sort of landscape. It also resembles the robust Viking world of lovably grumpy
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clan chiefs and wimpy kids in another DreamWorks animation, How to Train Your
Dragon.”265
The Scots seem to participate in the American appropriation of their mythic
cultural heritage, and indeed they often think of the image of “Auld Scotland” and the
rugged Scot as inextricable from America’s mythic notions of autonomy, freedom, and
heroism. According to Lindley, it presents Scotland in the Middle Ages as a “naive
version” of America.266 Kohler describes the desire of Disney / Pixar to follow the
notion of romatic Scotland to the extent that they registered the tartans of the realm of a
fictional DunBroch castle with the Scottish National Tartan Registry.
At the same time, the film is filled with lots of historical inaccuracies. Oram
provides several examples such as “different costumes (5th-century Pictish body paint
and late medieval wimples), Celtic runes, and the use of weapons like arrows and
spears.”267 Indeed, both notions of Scotland Tartanry and Kailyard are overemphasized
in the film. The story gives straighter Tartanry, but it also gives multiple forms of both:
a spell that turns her mother into a bear, a witch’s cottage, misty glens, Scottish castles,
clansmen, Celtic games, and family issues. Everything is accompanied by a shimmering
Scottishy soundtrack including bagpipes and tin whistles (Appendix 10).
Merida, a powerful princess, may be also understood as a reiteration of Disney /
Pixar’s anima complex – an image of the divine feminine in a generally male dominated
studio and also an image of feminine power in a Scottish world, historically dominated
by men. The portrayal of a powerful Scottish girl as a protagonist may mirror a
fascination with the archetypal Celtic woman. According to Oram, the fact that the film
has a strong woman at its centre may actually be quite accurate.268 Koehler develops the
argument, saying that the previously mentioned “Braveheart effect” intensely
masculinized the image of Scottishness and cast the spirited Celtic woman in a
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supporting, albeit unforgettable role (see Jessica Lange in Rob Roy).”269 Pixar / Disney
do exactly the opposite and paradoxically re-introduce the true Celtic woman (Appendix
11). Someone who, according to Munro, mediating the opinion of most scholars
discussing attitudes to women in the Celtic culture, “fought in battle, were equal to men,
and maintained civil rights and property before, during, and after their marriages.”270
Merida’s speech to Elinor that she want[s] [her] freedom also echoes the
archetypal American Scots moment in medieval cinema, William Wallace's (Mel
Gibson) bombastic speech championing freedom at the Battle of Stirling Bridge in
Braveheart271 (1995):
Wallace: What would you do without freedom? Will you
Merida: “I don't want my life to be over. I want fight? [...] just one chance to come back here and tell our
my freedom!”
enemies that they may take our lives, but they'll never take
our freedom!
Elinor: “But are you willing to pay the price
your freedom will cost?”

Table 5:

Wallace and Soldiers: Alba gu bra! (Scotland forever)

Merida’s speech

Source: Brave, dir. Mark Andrews, Brenda Chapman, 2012, 1 h 33 min.
“Quotes: Braveheart,” Imdb.com, International Movie Database <http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0112573/quotes> 23 March 2016.

Yet, it is difficult to examine the view of the filmmakers properly: as McGregor
mentions in her review, , there are only two female characters and “they’re both busy
playing cliche refined mother and cliche rebellious daughter.”272 However, it is still the
men who end up worst. They drink, gorge and feud constantly and are used for lazy
comic relief. Overall, one way to interpret the story in terms of depicting a Scottish
woman as the main character is to question specifically the American archetype of
Scottishness. As Koehler argues, Merida may suggest that perhaps “the American
archetype of Scottishness has become too insistently individualistic, too obsessively
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masculinized. Perhaps Pixar is responding to a cultural need for community building as
opposed to rugged-individualism or factionalism.”273
The notions of Scottish identity are also advocated for the importance of Scottish
community and companionship in the film (Appendix 12). Brave suggests that
dependence and independence are not mutually exclusive, and that weaving these
together might require the touch of particularly clan-orientated archetypal women.274
These ideals of liberty are however domesticated so as to highlight the
importance of the family unit. Merida has to mend the bond torn by pride and repair a
family tapestry she had destroyed in a fit of anger in order for the transformation spell
cast on Elinor to be reversed. At the end of the film, mother and daughter are shown
working on a new tapestry that celebrates the events of the film (Appendix 13).
One of the final pictures of clans sailing away took part in the construction of a
myth on which a united nation can be founded. The survival of the family thus becomes
the basis of the nation, which in Anderson's words is “an imagined community
characterised by an idea of steady, solid simultaneity through time.”275 Consequently,
Brave´s historical, celebratory version of Scottish history forms part of a wider ScottishAmerican celebration of a medieval European ethno-historical heritage.” The story of
this kingdom is not just the story of Scotland, but of Scottish America. According to
Koehler, Merida's appeal to the clan leaders demonstrates the way in which these ideals
of liberty and family unity coagulate to form a Scottish-American (and therefore
American) foundational myth:
Merida: “Our kingdom is young. Our stories are not yet legend, but in them our
bond was struck. Our clans were once enemies, but when invaders threatened us
from the sea you joined together to defend our lands. You fought for each other.
You risked everything for each other [...] The story of this kingdom is a
powerful one. My dad rallied your forces and you made him your king. It was an
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alliance forged in bravery and friendship and it lives to this day.” (01:05:42,43901:06:03,667, 01:06:28,693- 01:06:42,915)276

Merida ends the film by saying to her audience:
[O]ur fate lives within us. You only have to be brave enough to see it.”277

To summarize, Brave rather propagates a vision of Scotland reduced to the myth
of Tartanry that is tartan, whisky, shortbread, Highland games, kilts and golf. It is not
historically accurate, but rather relates to, as Trevor-Roper notes in his essay a
“retrospective invention”278 that emerged in the 18th century. As Craig argues,
Scotland’s romantic appeal is that its “space operates as a synecdoche of the wilderness
beyond the boundaries of the narrative of Imperial history”. The constant references to
the “legendary” nature of the land evoke this sense of romantic “wilderness” untouched
by the vices of modern society. Thus, it mirrors the message of the mid-1950s films
such as Brigadoon.
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8 Conclusion
Twenty-first century Scottish national identity began to emerge with a
representative set of distinctive messages and values. The time when the easiest way to
establish Scottishness was to employ the familiar symbols, mentioned above (the kilt,
the bagpipe, heather, whisky, haggis, Highland cattle and the thatched cottage by the
lochside) has already passed. Yet there are still film-makers overseas who have recourse
to these symbols when they want to identify Scotland. Some of them have been
surprised that their Scottish counterparts should wish to abandon a form of dress as
distinctive as the kilt and a spectacle as stirring as massed pipe bands. More films were
made about and/or in Scotland, with more local and international production, involving
and developing a wider range of indigenous creative talent. The success of
Trainspotting thus enabled films such as Shallow Grave279 or Breaking the Waves280 to
find an audience across the world offering also international themes. All three examples
discussed in this thesis have a different focus when presenting concepts of national
identity. Overall, one can find several recurring themes that mark the recent
development of the national identity.


Industrial and urban themes

The industrial and urban reality of Scotland has had only a minor impact on the
cinema in the past, McArthur argues in his study.281 Richards further shows the
examples of films such as The Shipbuilders, Floodtide or The Brave Don’t Cry282 based
on industrial themes. The recent trend seems to be towards a more realistic depiction of
the landscape and the area.


Gothic tone

Contemporary cities such as Glasgow or Edinburgh are sites of modern
industrial activity and shipbuilding contrasted with rich architecture of the past.
Nowadays, as Craig points out, recent (Scottish) filmography – similarly to the
contemporary Scottish novel – contains negotiations between the rational concerns of
modernity and progress and the possibility associated with the realms of fantasy and
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irrationality.283 In recent film, Scottish identity embarces a Gothic vision of Scottish
cities such as Edinburgh, under whose surface one can find a macabre world of terror
and criminality.


Femininity

The gender aspect of Scottish culture is very important, mainly due to the
culture’s prevailing emphasis on masculine character. Cultural identification with heavy
industry and masculinized labour affected Britain as a world power and played a role in
the economic cycles of booms and depression. Nowadays, one can trace a gendered
shift towards a more feminised mode. Duncan Petrie, speaking at the conference about
the Scottish historical contribution to the development of the British film and television
industry, focused on a reinforcement of the patriarchal perception of the screen
industries, in which the representation of women remains problematic.284 The attempt at
gender equality in the representation of Scottish identity in film is seen not only in
heroines as the protagonists but also in the boom of Scottish female directors.


Displaced identity.

Several critics have identified films like Morvern Callar or Dear Frankie (Shona
Aurbach, 2004) for their concern with the diasporic and migratory experience. 285 Some
directors focus on feelings of displacement and alienation that central characters
sometimes experience.
According to Adorno and Horkheimer, there is an illusion that the world outside
is “a seamless extension of the one which has been revealed in the cinema.”286 It is
worth emphasizing that there is no single or “correct” answer to the question, “What
does this image mean?” or “What is this scene saying?”, since there is no law which can
guarantee that things will have one, true meaning, or that meanings do not change over
time. Subsequently, what tends to be highly interpretative – there is always a debate
between not who is “right” and who is “wrong,” but between equally plausible, though
sometimes competed and contested meanings and representations. As Stuart Hall
observes, the best way to settle such contested readings is to “look again at the concrete
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example and to try to justify one’s “reading” in detail in relation to the actual practices
and forms of signfication used, and what meanings they seem to be producing.”287
Subsequently, the meaning itself is always being negotiated and inflected, to resonate
with new situations.
Cinema has occupied an important position in Scottish culture. This position
was, however, often ambiguous. It has been known for a long-time that Scotland has a
higher cinema-going audience than the rest of Britain. Ironically enough, at the same
time, there was a lack of proper Scottish film industry. Even within Scotland, there is no
one single perception of what Scotland is or what it should be. The same could be
applied to its representation on screen.
A new look at the Scottish visual representation may result in a rather sinister
picture of postmodern Scotland, far beyond the stereotypical notions of Highland
romanticism. Urban Scotland has to cope with social problems such as high
unemployment rates, alcoholism and drug addiction, domestic violence and HIV/AIDS.
Filth, in both its novel and film forms, can be seen as an adaptation of cultural
importance in contemporary, post-devolution Scotland. Still, a significant part of the
film production incorporating themes of Scottish identity is still created abroad. It is the
case of Brave, whose representation of Scotland needs to be viewed primarily through a
Scottish-American lens.
Scottish cinema has its own identity and its own impetus, yet remains largely
dependent on the structures of the United Kingdom. As many critics emphasize,
Scotland has not devolved quite as much as seemed possible or even likely at the end of
the 1990s. However, the depiction of Scottish identity left the notion that it has to be
automatically framed and best understood without any framework of national specificity
at all. It will be interesting to see how films will deal with the issue of unity or national
independence in the years to come. As the analyses of all examples suggest, film can
have a great influence on the opinions of audiences but in a same way, film is
influenced a lot by contemporary national issues. With the political changes awaiting
Scotland it will be exciting to see how English, Scottish or foreign film-makes
incorporate concepts of identity in the future.
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